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Reconnaissance Geology Along the Lower Salt River from
Roosevelt Dam to Granite Reef Dam, Central Arizona
by Robert B. Scarborough
June 30, 1981
Introduction
The accompanying geologic maps depict the general geology of a two-mile
wide strip centered about the Salt River, starting just below Roosevelt
Dam and extending westward 36 miles to just below Granite Reef Dam.

The

geology was accomplished from October 1980 through April 1981, with the
aid of about 25 hours of helicopter logistical support time.

Discussions

and/or field assistance by Mike Pryor, Joe Bailey, Dick Raymond, Paul Damon,
and Tom McGarvin are greatly appreciated.
Geologic Summary
The lower Salt River below Roosevelt Dam has cut a gorge which exposes
much of the geology of the northern Superstition volcanic field.

The

silicic field of late Oligocene (?) and Miocene age is one of the half
dozen or so found in southern and western Arizona.

The volcanics extend

continuously from around Apache Lake Resort westward to Stewart Mountain
Dam, and discontinuously farther west to the Mt. McDowell area, around
Granite Reef Dam.

The Superstition volcanics were deposited on Precambrian

crystalline rocks, dominated by a biotite quartz monzonite which age
dates at about 1400 m.y., and which is probably equivalent to the Ruin
and Oracle granites further east and south.

The northern Superstition

volcanics are dominated by silicic pryoclastics, plugs, ash flows,
agglomerates, and late stage instrusive domes.

Rocks of andesitic

composition are subordinate in volume although important in the
eastern part of the area.
The volcanics in the main volcanic field are divisible into two
series based on gross lithology and style of tectonics which have
affected them.

Their mutual boundary extends in a Northwest direction
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and crosses the River a short distance downstream from Mormon Flat Dam.
East of this line lies a very thick series dominated by ash flows and
pyroclastics and which rests on Precambrian meta rhyolite and granite.
The series has several east-west trending fold structures traversing
it.

Overlying the youngest of the volcanics in this eastern block

is an obvious fanglomerate apparently deposited in an erosionally
carved trench.

Several northwest trending high angle faults with

some evidence of reverse (compressional) movement have cut this
fanglomerate and older volcanics.

Some east-west trending faults

which cut volcanics a mile or so southwest or Horse Mesa Dam display
strike slip lineations, and have apparent south side-down throw.
A N 70 0 W trending fault along the north shore of Apache Lake has
apparent north sides down throw and apparent reverse movement estimated
at 1000 feet or more, and may have helped to localize the river course
to its present position.
The western volcanic series is exposed in the mass of the Goldfield
Mountains.

These rocks weather to distinctive interbedded very dark

brown and light yellowish colors, and have a curious moderate homoclinal
northeast dip throughout their extent in the map area.

They are

depositional on Precambrian granite below Stewart Mountain Dam, but
strike into an east-west fault which juxtaposes them against granite
upstream from Stewart Mountain Dam, indicative of complexities possibly
involving listric faulting.

The fanglomerate which covers part of the

eastern block may never have been deposited on this block.

An antiform

with east-west trend has been exploited by the west-flowing Salt River
just upstream from Stewart Mountain Dam.

This antiform has imparted

dips of 25 0 on sediments of probable late Miocene age, and clearly
involves warping of the Precambrian granites in the area.
The interval from Stewart Mountain Dam downstream to Granite Reef Dam
contains a clastic redbed-dominated Tertiary section deposited on
Precambrian granite.

Both at Coon Bluff and around Mt. McDowell

(Red Mountain) the section is tilted westward, but between the two
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areas, around the Orme damsite, severe structural complications are
present.

Major faults in this interval strike WNW to WSW and juxtapose

granite against volcanics around Blue Point picnic area, and different
parts of the Tertiary section together around Coon Bluff and Mt. McDowell.
South of Blue Point, major E-W shear zones are present in the granitic
terrain.

From Bureau drillhole data, two areas containing possible

abandoned meanders of the Salt-Verde Rivers may be identified by great
thickness of basin fill sediments in the Mt. McDowell area.
No direct evidence for young (Quaternary) faulting was found during
this study.

However, a series of accordant high ridge crests resulting

from erosion of young (probably late Miocene-Pliocene) basin fill
sediments north of Saguaro Lake have a trend alignment very parallel
to the youngest fault set known in the area.

This alignment could

possibly be explained by either young reactivation of this northwest
fault direction in basin fill time or a complex downcutting history
of streams tributary to the Salt River during the past several million
years.

A curious scarp-like feature was noted several miles north of

Roosevelt Lake during aerial reconnaissance in May 1981.
appears to cut a Pleistorene surface remnant.

This feature

Downstream--convergent

strath terrace deposites in the region indicate that complex Quaternary
climates and/or tectonics are operational.
Stratigraphy of the Northeastern Structural Block
The following is a general stratigraphic order in the map area east of
the structural boundary noted in the above section of text, listed in
order of increasing age:
1.

river gravels related to Salt River downcutting.

2.

basin fill sedments.
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3.

fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat with included andesite.

4.

upper rhyolite-dacite flows which cap mesas

5.

upper yellowish tuffs (2 patches noted).

6.

NW-trending rhyolite dikes

7.

white tuff series (serves as marker stratigraphie horizon).

8.

andesite flows along north shore of Apache Lake.

9.

series of dacite flows, ignimbrites, and tuffs, with
thickening tendency eastwardly where it includes lahars
and debris flows.

To the west, includes vitrophyre fissure

vent deposits.
10.

andesite flows, flows breccias, and agglomerates.

11.

rare patches of Whitetail Conglomerate, defined here as a
prevolcanic, post-Laramide fluvially deposited conglomeratic
series.

12.

Precambrian rocks dominated by coarse grained granite but
including a foliated, lineated metarhyolite (1) along the
north shore of Apache Lake (perhaps equivalent to the 1700
m.y.

Red Rock rhyolite of the region), and the younger

Precambrian Apache Group rocks exposed at Roosevelt Dam.
Notes on the Above Units
1.

River gravels related to Pleistocene incision of the Salt River

are found on benches astride the modern river course at three or more
levels, the highest being about 200 feet above Apache Lake level.
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They are composed of small to large sub-rounded to well-rounded cobbles
composed of hard quartzite and schistose lithologies, most of which can
probably be derived from Apache Group and older Precambrian rocks
around Roosevelt Dam and in the Sierra Anchas.

Lithologies such as

Mescal Limestone, Paleozoic carbonates, and volcanics are virtually
absent.

Only one Paleozoic gray limestone cobble was noted in the

entire study area.

Any attempt at quantifying the incision history

of the river would require relating these gravel levels to heights above
the canyon bottom, not lake level.
2.

Basin fill in this report is used according to the definition set

forth in Scarborough and Peirce (1978), as that sedimentary material
deposited in southern Arizona basins in response to that episode of block
faulting which is thought to be of primary importance in producing the
modern basin and range physiography.

Work thus far indicates this

material in this region in between about 12 and 2 m.y. of age.

Pediments

cut on bedrock of the southern Mazatzals and on Superstition volcanics
around Apache Lake are in this report correlated to erosion during basin
filling.

Some of these pediment remnants are noted on the maps.

Basin fill sediments are found as remnant patches north of Apache Lake, where
they were graded to mountain front elevations of about 3,900 or 4,000 feet,
all around the southern flank of the Mazatzal Mountains, at a time before
initiation of incision of the Salt and Gila Rivers.
Around Saguaro Lake, they were probably deposited to elevations about
2,600 feet, but have been surface stripped down to elevations of about
1,600 feet.
The sediments comprising basin fill grade from proximal alluvial fan
conglomerates with sandy channel lenses (fanglomerates) near the Mazatzal
mountain front, to distal alluvial fan facies along the north shore of
Saguaro Lake, consisting of pebbley sands, gravel lenses, and silty sand
layers indicative of nearly main trunk stream positions of ancestral river
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systems.

Clast lithologies north of Apache Lake are representative of

Precambrian outcrops upslope along the southern flank of the Mazatzals, and
ups'tream along the pre-canyon Salt River stream Course toward Roosevelt Dam.
Clast lithologies along northern Saguaro Lake presumably represent
lithologies of the western Mazatzals.
Along Cottonwood Creek, 2.5 miles north of Mormon Flat Dam, the clast
lithologies represented in the basin fill sediments at creek level were
80-100% Superstition volcanics in a very indurated matrix.

The clast

composition very quickly changes upsection to a dominance of hard Precambrian
lithologies.

There is also a change of source direction noted at this break,

with volcanic clasts displaying pebble imbrication directions pointing toward
N - NW, while the higher Precambrian clast beds display imbrication
pointing toward the SW (toward means direction of stream flow).

Clearly,

an older sedimentation event coming off the northwest flank of the
Superstition volcanic pile was eventually overridden by debrs shed off
the western and southwestern flanks of the Mazatzal Mountains.
Two miles north of Horse Mesa Dam, basin fill remnants appear to have filled
a fairly deep paleo channel that trends NW-SE.

This could represent an old

course of the Salt River before its incision to form the present canyon.

The

elevation of the base of basin fill at the channel bottom is about 2,600 feet,
which is about 980 feet above the present river channel bottom (1,620 feet)
at Horse Mesa Dam.

The maximum basin fill thickness in the channel is

l,180 feet in this area Iios.:-L.h of horse iiesa Dam.

The axis of tnls channel.

nearly coincides with the axial trace of the Syncline of Goat Mountain,
which could have localized the stream course to that track in basin fill time.
3.

The fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat (MF on the maps), is exposed on both

the Mormon Flat Dam and Horse Mesa Dam quads, and was apparently deposited
in a NW-SE trending synclinal trough (see maps), with remanents exposed as
far west as about one mile west of Mormon Flat Dam.

An andesite flow near

Tortilla Flat which concordantly underlies the fanglomerate in a one square
mile area yields a 22.6 m.y. K/Ar age (UAKA 81-30).

Based on this date, an

erosional unconformity probably separates these two units, as discussed
below.
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The fanglomerate unit is well enough indurated to stand as vertical cliffs,
but has a tendency to exfoliate like granite in a badlands setting.
Generally, the fanglomerate consists of a sequence of numerous thin mud
flows and debris flows with a hard muddy, tuffaceous matrix and rounded to
sUbangular blocky clasts of all sizes up to 3 feet diameter composed almost
exclusively of Superstition silicic volcanic lithologies.

Precambrian

quartzite ad dioritic lithologies are rarely represented.

Better sorted and

washed fluvial units were noted only locally and occassionally.
To the northeast, the fanglomerate is seen to lap up depositionally on the
Superstition volcanics in the region south of Horse Mesa Dam, but its
southern limit, where examined, is a high angle fault contact with the
volcanics.

This fault, and others parallel to it, are the only ones

that cut the fanglomerate unit.

A fault involving this fanglomerate

appears to pass somewhere under Mormon Flat Dam.

One mile east of Mormon

Flat Dat, the first mentioned fault can be demonstrated to have some
reverse movement on it.

The predominate movement on these faults is

northeast side down, indicating a possible compressional vergence from
the southwest if they are all indeed reverse faults.
The K/Ar dated andesite flow mentioned in this section concordantly
underlies the fanglomerate in the area around Tortilla Flat, and is in
turn underlain by perhaps 10-30 feet of laminar bedded pink-to-buff colored
mudstones of fluvial origin, and then by some white colored tuffs
(pyroclastic units and ash flow units) and possibly some welded dacite flows
that are only exposed to the southeast.

When this andesite sample was

collected, it was thought that this flow would be a relatively young one,
just preceeding fanglomerate deposition, or perhaps intercalated into the
fanglomerate deposition cycle if one assumed that the 10-30 feet of
mudstone was part of the fanglomerate.

In fact, this andesite yields the

oldest K/Ar age encountered in this entire study area, and hence suggests
a period of erosion in the Mesquite Flat area down to the level of this
old andesite prior to the deposition in the NW-SE trough of the fanglomerate
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of Mesquite Flat.

It is assumed that the fanglomerate post dates the

entire silicic sequence, and hence is probably younger than 15 m.y. in
age, simply by virtue of the fact that it is seen to cut out a thick white
tuff series around Fish Creek Canyon, and nowhere has any volcanics
preserved above it, and yet is composed of nearly 100% Superstition
volcanic lithologies.
Around where Apache Trail crosses Fish Creek Canyon the fanglomerate can
be seen to thicken from a depositional pinchout in the north, to more than
600 feet, 0.7 mile southward toward the trough axis.

One must wonder as

to the origin of the carved trough filled with the fanglomerate.

Except

for the mudflow lithologies that dominate the fanglomerate, the trough
reminds one of a now-abandoned river course.

But fluvially-deposited

gravels and sand, the earmarks of a river system, are much too rarely
represented for the paleo-river hypothesis to be considered.
4.

The most obvious high mesa caps around Apache Lake are a series of dense

rhyolite flows with an approximate average thickness of 150-300 feet.

They

appear to correlate physiographically with the quartz latite flows on top of
Geronimo Head (see Stuckless ASU Thesis, p. 30), a mile south of Tortilla Flat.
They weather to very dark colors, but are light-colored flow rocks with quartz
phenocrysts.

On Goat Mountain, north-south trending feeder vents for these

flows are visible.

A sample of a flow from this series from Horse Mesa has

a K/Ar age of 17.5 ± 0.4 m.y.*
5.

Two small isolated patches of yellowish colored bedded tuffs with northerly

dips rest upon unit 6 (below) on the south side of the river on the Horse Mesa
Dam quad.
beds.

They are erosional remnants and contain dips discordant to underlying

It is not determined whether they are, in fact, older or younger than

the upper capping rhyolites because the two were not seen to interfinger.

They

could become important as chronological units if they recorded explosive
activity following deposition and some appaarent erosion of the upper capping
rhyolites.
Note:

*The plus or minus value relates to uncertainty in the chemical analysis
and in no way relates to geological uncertainty.
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6.

A series of NSOOW-trending vertical rhyolite-dacite dikes are mapped

around upper Canyon Lake (see Mormon Flat and Horse Mesa Dam quads).

Three

prominent ones align approximately with four dacite tuff plugs on the
Mormon Flat quad.
the photos.
7.

The southernmost of these plugs is visible on one of

The highest strata clearly cut by these dikes is unit (7), below.

The white tuff series served as an easily traceable marker lithology from

Goat Mountain on the east to north of Canyon Lake Marina on the west, and
southward past Tortilla Flat.

As seen on the maps, it interfingers with other

darker colored silicic tuffs and flows in many places, but the white colors
proved useful in correlations.
In the field, this series is distinguishable into well bedded units (with
beds one inch to 5-10 feet thick) and more massive cliff-forming units which
lack bedding when viewed from a distance.

Around Horse Mesa the massive

units cap the bedded units, while farther west the opposite is true in places.
The tuffs probably are recording explosive events related to ignimbriteforming events.

To what extent these tuffs, especially the massive ones, are

"caldera fill", or simply phyroclastic deposits which blanketed open
countryside cannot be determined without more regional mapping.

Some of the

better bedded units are reminiscent of typical base surge deposits, while
some of the more massive units appear to be primary air fall ashes grading
lithologically into unwelded ash flows.
The eastern limit of the white tuff series south of Apache Lake is a northsouth line passing just east of the edge of the highest mesas of Horse Mesa,
2.5 miles west of Apache Lake resort.

This limit appears to be a depositional

pinch-out against what was then higher country to the east composed of unit 8
tuffs and lahars.

HoJever, north of Apache Lake, the white tuffs extend

eastward at least one mile into the slump terrain east of Goat Mountain.
This outcrop pattern of the white tuffs is thus displaced about 3 miles
eastward when crossing northward across Apache Lake, a most curious offset.
Whether any tectonic affect or simple erosional removal of the white tuffs
south of Apache Lake are needed to account for this offset was not determined
in the course of this study.
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The white tuffs are in excess of 700 feet thick in the Painted Cliffs area along
the northern shore of Apache Lake, but farther south and west are 100 - 200 feet
thick, and are seen to pinch out depositionally in several areas to the
south and west of Apache Lake.
8.

Immediately under the white tuffs both north and south of Apache Lake is a

thin section of andesite flows, agglomerates and pyroclastics.
well exposed except along the banks of Apache Lake.

These appear to be

separated from the lower thick andesites by a series of

bro~m

seen clearly along the Painted Cliffs - Goat Mountain area.
this unit is 100 - 240 feet.

These are not
tuffs and lahars

The thickness of

Farther west just below Horse Mesa Dam, an

andesite exposed at river level may correlate to this unit or to the basal
andesites (9 below).

Andesites under the fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat around

lower Canyon Lake bear un unknown relation to the andesites around Apache Lake,
but appear to be stratigraphically higher since they rest on top of white
tuff units.
9.

Under the white tuff series is a very diverse assemblage of rock types

which must be lumped into an "older" category for the purpose of this report
because of insufficient time to work out the stratigraphic details between
the units.
Along Horse Mesa, particularly around the eastern end lies a very thick
(1200 - 1500 feet estimated) series of massive tuffs, unwelded ash flows, with
abundant detrital deposits such as lahars, mudflows, and debris flows.

No

attempt was made to break out all the various units because of the time
involved in the task.

Members of this series can be tracked westwardly to

very near Horse Mesa Dam but in that area strata in this position consist of
bedded vitrophyre flows of gray, black, and green colors and of probably
rhyolite-dacite composition.
Farther west along Canyon Lake, the white tuffs rest on a very diverse
assemblage of:

a) rhyolite-dacite flows and tuffs, including some ignimbrites,

b) a large mass of fissure-type eruptive masses of vitrophyre in the region
surrounding El Recortado Butte-Sheep Mountain, and c) a series of circular
vents probably filled with intrusive tuffs and flow material which have erupted
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through the above units.

Three of these are found along a N 40° W trend and

are seen along the western side of Sheep Mountain.

One mile up Cottonwood

Wash, in the area about 1 to 1.S miles north of Mormon Flat Dam, these
vitrophyres lie on Precambrian granite in what is probably a badly sheared
depositional contact.

Near-vertical flow foliation trends in the vitrophyre

terrain are generally ENE-WSW, and are indicated on the maps.

It is

suggested that a tract of land 3 miles (N-S) by 6 miles (E-W), and centered
near the northern limit of El Recortado Butte is dominated by those
vitrophyres.

They must represent a major fissure-type intrusive-extrusive

event which occurred near the northern boundary of the Superstition volcanic
field.

These rocks certainly deserve more attention in future work,

particualarly their placement in time with respect to any caldera cycle
represented in the area.
An unwelded rhyolite-dacitic ash-flow belonging to category (a), above, along
the south shore of Saguaro Lake, and being almost the highest stratigraphic
unit preserved beneath the fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat in this area, yields
a K/Ar age of IS.4±0.4 m.y. (UAKA 80-128).

If this interpretation is

correct, this is further evidence that the fanglomerate is post IS m.y. in
age (see section 3, discussion on the fanglomerate).
10.

The earliest known volcanic rocks of the northeastern Superstition

volcanic field are a series of andesite flows, flow breccias, agglomerates, and
interbedded red-colored fluvial sediments.

These rocks are exposed well at

the base of the section around the east end of Horse Mesa.

Here they appear

to vary in general thickness from 200 to perhaps 800 feet.

Along the south

shore of Apache Lake, they continue to be exposed to just west of Camp Waterdog,
but in this eastern interval are in high angle fault contact with Precambrian
granites to the south and the east.

The red-colored fluvial sediments which

are interbedded into the andesites are exposed at several locations along the
south shore of Apache Lake both west and east of Apache Lake resort.

They are

colored dark shades of red and red brown and where examined were fluvial
floodplain and distal alluvial fan facies.

A nice section of these sediments

is seen on the promintory along the south side of the Lake about 0.6 miles
west of the water tank at Camp Waterdog.

Included in the sediments here are

river overbank silts and sands which must have been deposited by a fair
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sized stream system.

They overlie andesite flows, and are now in high angle

fault contact with various andesitic pyroclastic units.
An andesite flow from the shores of Apache Lake at the resort, representing
the stratigraphically lowest flow noted in the Horse Mesa area, was K/Ar dated
at 21.4 m.y. (UAKA 81-31).
The andesitic unit contains abundant examples, especially towards its eastern
limit, of cinder deposits with some steep initial dips still intact.

These

are seen in the same terrain as andesite flows, mudflows, debris flows and
probable lahars of orange-brown color.

A small remnant of what must be an

old rhyolite-dacite ash fall deposit is seen in a small cove along the south
shore of Apache Lake about 0.7 miles SW of the Camp Waterdog water tower.

This

material is beautifully bedded and may represent base surge of an explosive
eruptive event.
It is questionable whether these oldest andesites, seen to be depositional on
Precambrian granite along eastern and southern Horse Mesa, are represented
anywhere to the west in this study area, except the andesite flow at Tortilla
Flat under the fanglomerate.

The general stratigraphic feel of this author

is that the andesites found to the west in this study area still have more
volcanics under them and hence reside somewhere above these oldest andesites
in the section.

This is because elsewhere in Southern Arizona andesites and

dark-colored redbeds are typical of Oligocene-aged sections, very similar to
the eastern Horse Mesa section, while the andesites in the western part of
this field area do not contain interbedded redbeds.

Perhaps the andesites

and redbeds seen one mile south of Apache Gap (along Apache Trail) which
reside at the base of the volcanic section there are equivalent to these
older andesites.

No. K/Ar ages are known to this author from any of these

andesites, and none are given by Sheridan (1978, GSA guidebook to Central
Arizona, P. 86).

However, near Lake Pleasant, an andesite at the base of

a volcanic section there which rests upon Yavapai Schist dates at 27 m.y.
(Scarborough and Wilt, 1979).

Also, an andesite seen at Blue Point forest

camp, a few miles below Stewart Mountain Dam, along the north side of the
River, was deposited against a colluvial slope built on Precambrain granite
and was covered with an unwelded ash flow.
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The andesite dates at 18.1 m.y.

(UAKA 77-144).

An andesite at the base of the exposed tuff section at the

north shore of Saguaro Lake dates at 18.3 m.y. (UAKA 77-145), and an
andesite one mile north of Stewart Mountain dates at 15.5 m.y. (UAKA 77-146).
So around Saguaro Lake the oldest andesites are no older than about 19 m.y.
Similarly, an andesite flow which apparently blanketed an already tectonically
disturbed terrain of Superstition tuffs dates at 18.3 m.y. (this locality
is 0.6 miles NW of where Apache Trail crosses Apache Gap).

See Shafiqullah,

et. at. (1980 Ariz. Geol. Soc. Digest, vol 12, pp. 252-256) for the cited
dates.
11.

The Whitetail Conglomerate was first defined in the Globe area by early

works of Ransome as a conglomerate which was deposited before the initiation of
mid-Tertiary volcanism since it contains no clasts of any of these rocks.
Sediments corresponding to this group have since been recognized throughout
Arizona, including the "rim gravels" along the southern Mogollon Rim (see
Peirce, et. al., 1979, Tectonophysics 61, p. 1-24), and a complex assemblage
of basinal deposits, generally of red-brown and other bright colors, in the
southeast part of the state.

Sediments of this category were only noted at

one locality in the study area, as a 50 foot thick channel deposit about 2.0
miles upstream from Horse Mesa dam on the south shore of Apache Lake.

The

deposit is made of red-brown colored fluvial channel gravelly sands, with
pebble imbrication directions pointing to a flow direction toward the north
to northwest, around the west side of the Mazatzal Mountains, which mayor
may not have been present as a positive area at this time.

The only other

pre-volcanic conglomerates noted are redbeds 2 miles south of Blue Point
picnic area, and also along Apache Trail at the base of the volcanic section,
outside this study area, perhaps 6 miles north of Apache Junction.

The

redbeds noted in paragraph 9 above, contain abundant andesite clasts, and
hence do not predate volcanism in the region.

However, these could be part

of the same general cycle of sedimentation.
12.

Precambrian basement lithologies are noted on the maps in the general way.

The vast majority of the Precambrain rocks of the study area are a biotite ±
chlorite bearing quartz monzonite with large phenocrysts of potash feldspar.
Another lithology noted was an altered metarhyolite (7) with an aphanitic
ground mass and quartz ± potash feldspar phenocrysts up to 2 mm diameter,
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exposed along the north shore of Apache Lake in an altered red-brown color,
and along the River below Stewart Mountain Dam near the Blue Point forest
camps in a less altered state with bluish colored quartz phenocrysts.

North

of Goat Mountain, the Superstition volcanics are deposited and faulted against
a metarhyolite complex which is foliated and lineated.
observed strikes E-W and dips shallow to the north.

The foliation where

The contact between these

rhyolites and the granite were not observed.
The granitic terrain contains the expected variety of dikes, including
quartz-rich pegmatites and bull quartz veins and veinlets, pinkish stained
aplite dikes and some pods resembling alaskites.

Diabase intrusions are

common in the granitic terrain, especially in the few miles below
Roosevelt Dam in the granitic terrain underlying the Apache Group sediments.
The diabase appears to not outcrop farther west than 3-4 miles downstream from
Roosevelt Dam, with the farthest west outcrop in the study area being
along Chukar Wash, perhaps 3 miles east of Goat Mountain.
The granite is hydrothermally altered in a small area 0.5 miles upstream of
Camp Waterdog, along the south shore.

The feldspars are altered intensely

to clays and the rock is now very punky.

Local brecciation and chloritization

effects in the granite, are noted in an area 1-2 miles south of the Blue Point
picnic area.

The brecciation may relate to a WNW fault zone involving

granite and volcanics in the area.
Fracture trends in the granite are noted on the maps.

Northwest and northeast

trends are most common, with very often the course of the Salt River channel
paralleling one of the more obvious fracture trends in any given area.

Below

Roosevelt Dam a short distance, a silicified fissure zone in the granite which
exactly parallels the trend of the river channel (N400E) stops abruptly at the
base of the Apache Group sediments.
Prominent shear zones are noted in the granite that trend E-W, 1-2 miles south
of Blue Point picnic area, and that trend about N700W in northern Arizona Dam
Butte, about 0.5-1.0 miles NW of the Orme Dam site.
oriented where observed.

These are vertically

It is hard to gauge the age of these, but it should

be noted that they are roughly parallel to a prominent fault mapped just
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west of the Blue Point picnic area which juxtaposes granite on the south with
Superstition andesites on the north.

This fault has unknown true displacement,

but may, by guess work, have considerable strike-slip movement, which must be
post-lB.l m.y. in age.
Just north of Saguaro Lake, about 1.0 mile north of Stewart Mountain Dam two
different lithologies are noted on the map in the granites.
by a strongly schistose zone which trends east-west.
is found in the area map.

They are separated

A zone of foliated granite

The exact contact here between foliated and non-

foliated granite was not located in this latter area.
In terms of regional correlations, this granite very much resembles the Ruin
Granite and Oracle Granite found east and south of here by nearly 90 miles.
These rocks have been repeatedly dated at about 1350-1450 m.y. of age, and have
been regionally likened to equivalent lithologies found along the transcontinental arch in the eastern part of the continent.

Another series of older

granites is known in the Central Arizona Region which are finer grained, more
equigranular, and usually more red in color, such as the Payson granite.

These

date at 1650-1750 m.y. of age, but were not noted in this study area.
The Precambrian rhyolites in the study area may be equivalent to the Red Rock
rhyolite found north and east of here.

This rock has been dated at about

1715 m.y. of age in at least two places, and is likely a volcanic (arc ?)
assemblage found beneath a metasedimentary sequence termed the Mazatzal Series
and the Hess Canyon Series.

The diabase intrusions noted downstream of

Roosevelt Dam are most likely equivalent to those elsewhere which intrude
rocks as young as the Troy Quartzite and date at 1100-1200 m.y.
A series of pediment surfaces have been incised. into the easily weathered
Precambrain granite where it is extensively exposed.
the maps.

These are indicated on

They are especially well developed around Stewart Mountain in the

west, and surrounding Camp Waterdog in the east.

They are graded to the

40 foot terrace level (Blue Point), and hence have been developing only since
the river's position has somewhat stablized, probably within the past 2 or so
million years.

Pediment remnants are noted on high levels of Superstition

volcanics which presumably were graded to high level positions of basin fill
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deposits deposited against the southern Mazatzal Mountains at or near 4000
feet of elevation.

No equivalent levels of pediments on granites in the

region were noted.
Stratigraphy of the Southwestern Structural Block
West of the major structural boundary already noted, the gross lithologies
present are in sharp contrast to those already discussed.

The main

stratigraphic succession is not as apparent because of much NW-SE trending
faulting which has presumably served to repeat much of the stratigraphy.
In the main mass of the Goldfield Mountains south of Stewart Mountain Dam,
one is impressed by what first appears to be a very thick sequence (measured
in terms of miles) of alternating very dark brown and yellowish weathering
tuffs and flows.

Upon closer scrutiny, it appears more likely that a

succession of these volcanics has been repeatedly faulted and tilted to the
northeast to cause the present picture.
Within the area of the Goldfield Mountains the yellowish bedded materials are
very light to white-colored, laminar bedded air-fall ashes, thicker nonbedded
tuff beds, including some fluvially reworked pyroclastics, and some mudflow
or lahar-like units which lack internal bedding but are laminar bedded on
the whole.

The units that weather to very dark colors, where examined, are

a complex assemblage of massive dacite Ignimbrites (unwelded ash flows), some
welded units, and some vitrophyre flows.
The original thickness of this assemblage, if faulted, is not immediately
apparent, but may not exceed 1000-2000 feet or so.

A K/Ar age date done for

this report on a flow-banded rhyolite in the tilted section (UAKA 80-126) is
19.2±0.S m.y.

Because of faulting, the exact stratigraphie position in

the sequence of this flow was not determined, but it certainly has 500-1000
feet of strata above it.
The stratigraphic succession above this tilted section is recognized as basically
four-fold, consisting of: a) intrusive domes and sills of dacites/latites,
b) some deformed fanglomerate off the map area which are probably equivalent
to the fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat, c) a younger faulted basalt flow as a
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mesa cap in the south, and d) undeformed basin fill sediments in the north
around Stewart Mountain.
A variety of intrusive domes, not examined in detail for this report, are
reported by various ASU M.S. theses authors (Stuckless, Fodor) to intrude the
Goldield Mountains.

A large one appears to reside approximately in the position

indicated by Fodor in the Goldfield Mountains as viewed from the air.

A

volcanic mass thought by Dr. Michael Sheridan of ASU to be a late-stage dome
at Apache Gap on Apache Trail gives a K/Ar age date of 20.6 m.y. (UAKA 68-16).
This author on a brief visit could not assess the stratigraphic order in
the area enough to convince himself that the 20.6 m.y. rock was either a
late stage feature, or was, in fact, part of the main mass of volcanic
strata which comprise the area, but the 19.2 m.y. age above on the stratified
sequence suggests perhaps that the 20.6 m.y. rock may be older, and hence
not intrusive into the tilted rocks.
A small obvious outcrop of highly contorted fanglomerate, thought to be
perhaps equivalent to the fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat, outcrops just west
of the obvious basalt-capped mesa south of Canyon Lake, on the Goldfield
quad, at First Water Ranch.

This area was seen only from the air and needs

to be ground checked, but there appears to be a nestled outcrop of
fanglomerate, highly contorted into a N-S elongate synform, resting
unconformably upon more highly deformed yellow and dark brown tuff outcrops.
The homoclinally dipping basalt-capped mesa just east of here is cut by a
high angle fault but obviously escaped the tectonics which warped these older
units.

The mesa capping basalt K/Ar dates at 14.2 m.y.

As mentioned earlier,

this is the only outcrop seen in this study of fanglomerate probably
equivalent to that of the fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat found in the
southwestern structural block of this entire study area.

The mapping of

this area becomes important in establishing stratigraphic and tectonic order
in the region.
The youngest volcanic rocks in the study area based on degree of tectonic
involvement and stratigraphic context are two thin basalt flows which cap
Hackberry Mesa and Black Mesa, south of Canyon Lake.

A sample of this

lithology from the ext rene north of Hackberry Mesa has been K/Ar dated at
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14.2±0.s m.y. (UAKA 80-129).

This mesa has been cut by a NNW trending high

angle normal fault, with west side down by about 150 feet.

Stuckless

(1969 ASU thesis) suggested that lahars of the Superstition volcanics
overlie these basalts (p. 34 of that thesis).

This author did not critically

examine the juxtaposition of the basalt and a knob of sedimentary material
mapped on the mesa, but assumed that the knob was an "island" of older
material around which the basalts flowed.
that the latter hypothesis is correct.

The K/Ar determination indicates

The K/Ar date also tests the

"Black Mesa caldera" hypothesis of Stuckless since the basalts capping
this mesa are inferred by him to be part of the normal caldera fill cycle
since it is at the geometrical center of this caldera.

The tilted rocks of

the Goldfield Mountains date no younger than 19.2 m.y., and were homoclinally
tilted by a large-scale event before the extrusion of the 14.2 m.y. basalt.
This information suggests the basalts are not part of that caldera, but
belong to a younger time and assumed different tectonic environment.

Note that

in central Arizona, generally northwest of here extending north of the
Mingus Mountain area, west of Verde Valley, are outpourings of the so-called
"Hickey basalts", well dated now at between 15 and 10 m.y. of age.

This

basalt-capped mesa is likely to be the farthest southeast remaining outcrop
of these basalts, based on this new K/Ar age.
Scarborough and Wilt (1979, p. 71) report K/Ar ages of 14.7 and 14.8 m.y. for
2 samples of basalt that cap New River Mesa, 6 miles north of Cave Creek,
which are probably closely related stratigraphically to the basalts capping
Hackberry Mesa.
One or two miles east of Stewart Mountain, north of Saguaro Lake are extensive
exposures of sediments interbedded with and overlying Superstition volcanic
flows.

An older, more lithified series of these sediments are conglomerates with

predominate volcanic clasts.

Some are mixed with and others overlie the

volcanics with a slight discordance, and both the sediments and volcanics
are tilted northward away from Saguaro Lake at about 15-20 degrees.

The

upper of these conglomerates grades quickly stratigraphically upward into a
fluvial conglomerate-sand series with predominate hard Precambrain clast
lithologies and with nO northward tilt.

However, this upper series appears

involved in one or more small amplitude northwest trending asymmetric folds
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or nomoclines, seen on the map.

One to two miles farther north are a series

of high ridges with exposures of higher level basin fill sediments, apparently
not deformed by folding.

The record here seems to be a folding event along an

east-west axis centered through what is today Saguaro Lake involving the
Superstition volcanics and overlying fanglomerate, followed by continued
sedimentation with Precambrian rocks in source areas, followed by much milder
folding and still continued sedimentation of upper Basin Fill units.

All

this tectonic activity presumbaly postdates or is synchronous with the
earlier sediments in this area.

A basalt from the base of the exposed

volcanic section at the north end of Saguaro Lake dates at 18.3 m.y. (UAKA
77-145), and gives a maximum age for the disturbance.

An approximate axis

alignment of this fold, here called the anticline of Saguaro Lake, is
shown on the maps.
Further Notes on the Tilted Terrain
The most obvious distinctive feature of the rocks involved in the tilted terrain
of the Goldfield Mountains is the alternating light yellow and dark brown
weathering colors.

This characteristic is easy to track in the area, and

certainly allows one to place a northeast boundary on the extent of these
rocks through the western part of Canyon Lake as shown on the maps.

It is

not so clear, however, what happens to these lithologies in the southeast
direction as one goes from the southern part of Canyon Lake toward Geronimo Head.
The rocks that comprise Geronimo Head do not weather to these colors and they
are not homoclinally tilted.

Three possibilities exist for this relationship:

1) the Geronimo Head rocks are nontilted facies of the tilted rocks farther
north and west, 2) the units around Geronimo Head comprise a sequence which
effectively, if not actually, overlies the tilted rocks, as suggested by
Stuckless (ASU MS, p. 29) and was deposited post-tilting, and 3) in the
event that (2) above is correct, it remains to be established whether or
not the Geronimo Head units are more genetically linked to the tilted
rocks or to the units of the northeastern structural block, as previously
discussed.

Only more field work could narrow down the possibilities.

The northwestern Goldfield Mountains southwest of Stewart Mountain Dam were
examined for faulting style.

The faults which were most obvious were
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oriented about N6S-800W and were consistently down on the south side.

Some

clearly were arcuate in cross-section, shallowing with depth with decreased
southerly dip angles going down the fault plane.

However, the strike

direction on the volcanic beds which are homoclinally tilted in this area
is much more N3S-S0oW.

If this tilt pattern was produced by listric faulting,

this would require movement along faults whose mean orientation is strikeparallel to the beds.

None of these strike-parallel faults were noted during

the brief examination of the area.

However, faults of this orientation and

SW side down displacement are noted on the recon maps by Fodor and
Sheridan (1978 gUide book).
The large fault mapped about 2.2 miles due south of the Blue Point picnic area
is typical of the faults in this area.

An upper mass of Superstition

dacitic tuffs depositionally lies on granite on the SW flank of the hill
in the area, with the contact dipping 40-S00NE under the hill.

On the NE

flank of the hill, a normal fault contact which juxtaposes granite against
tuffs strikes about N700W and dips SO-60 0SW. However, the strike direction
of the tuffs is about 30-40° more northerly than the strike of the fault.
If this fault is a downward-bowing listric fault responsible for the tilt
on the volcanics, then this outcrop area probably resides near the northwest
extent of the fault outcrop which on a larger scale bows concave in plan view
to the southwest.
Another fault which trends about N70oW, and lies about 1.8 miles SW of
Stewart Mountain Dam lies in a similar geometric setting to the above fault,
except the fault plane consistently dips about 80 0NE, and hence has
apparent reverse offset, as indicated on the map.

This fault may record

either real reverse movement, or normal dis tensional movement with
superimposed rotation of the fault plane due to perhaps folding as witnessed
by the nearby anticline of Saguaro Lake.

Clearly, the tectonic story in

this region shall only be unraveled by detailed mapping in the area.
Structural Geology
The major structural features uncovered in this area are a series of generally
east-west trending folds and at least three generations of faults affecting
the Superstition volcanics and related sediments.
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Folds
A series of fold structures were noted in the volcanic terrain.

Not all of

these are necessarily denoting compressive tectonics; some of the synclines
could be basins or depocenters caused by a variety of factors.
shown on the maps with the normal fold symbology.

1.

syncline of Mesquite Flat

2.

anticline of Lewis and Pranty Creek

3.

syncline of Goat Mountain

4.
5.

anticline of Saguaro Lake

But they are

The following are recognized:

monocline of Tonto Basin
Syncline of Mesquite Flat

This synformal structure is a WNW-ESE elongate depositional center of the
fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat.

Along its northern flank the fanglomerate

clearly laps up on to the older volcanics to the north.

Its southern flank,

where examined, is a high angle fault contact of the fanglomerate with older
volcanics to the south.
define a synform.

Dips of beds within the fanglomerate rather well

Whether or not there was a structurally produced

snycline which then filled with fanglomerate entering from all sides could not
be determined.
The axis of the syncline coincides with a erosionally carved channel filled
with up to 500 feet of fanglomerate, but the issue of what localized the
erosion to that area, while unanswered, may well have been a synclinal warp.
To the west, the outcrop pattern of the fanglomerate along the synclinal axis
is disrupted by a NW-trending fault, where the axis appears offset leftlaterally along the fault, about 0.5 miles east of Tortilla Flat.

The

outcrops of the fanglomerate west of this area become progressively
structurally disturbed and the obvious trace of the syncline axis is
lost around Canyon Lake.
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Anticline of Lewis and Pranty Creek
The west-flowing Lewis and Pranty Creek appears to coincide very nearly with
an anticlinal axis involving Precambrian granites on the east, an older tuff
series dipping away from the axis 20° on both flanks of the fold, and the
white tuff series, dipping away from the axis about 5-10° on the north
flank only (being removed and/or covered by the younger fanglomerate on the
south flank).

The axis was not tracked westward past Fish Creek and

quickly disappears eastward in the Precambrian granite terrain.
Syncline of Goat Mountain
A synform, plunging several degrees westward, was noted in the volcanic
stratigraphy trending WNW-ESE, with axis about a mile or so north of the
center of Apache Lake.

Dips toward the axis average 5-10°.

The axis can

be tracked from Goat Mountain in the east to north of Horse Mesa Dam in the
west, where it dives, along with the involved stratigraphy, under a cover
of basin fill sediments.

It could not be seen to emerge on the west side of

this area, mostly due to poor exposures.
The northern extent of the Superstition volcanic field in this area consists
of a faulted depositional contact of volcanics on Precambrian terrain of the
southern Mazatzals.

North of Horse Mesa Dam, several facies in the volcanic

strata can be seen which imply depositional pinchout against a Precambrian
high to the north and northeast.

However, around Goat Mountain, farther east,

a series of high angle E-W faults have juxtaposed the two series, and 100 feet
wide fault slices of Precambrian meta rhyolite interleaved with volcanic
slices imply more than just minimal fault readjustment in the area.

This

faulting could relate temporally with the formation of the syncline of
Goat Mountain.

See photo for illustrations of the contact.

Immediately east of Goat Mountain lies a chaotic slump terrain (north of
Apache Lake), which limits exposures of the syncline of Goat Mountain to the
east.

Farther east, across the lake, around Camp Waterdog, basal Superstition

andesites are downthrown against granite along a large N300E trending fault,
which is today's absolute SE boundary of the volcanics in that area.
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Anticline of Saguaro Lake
Exposures of Precambrian granite along a narrow east-west zone centered
through Saguaro Lake mark the trace of the axis of this fold-like structure.
Along its northern flank, the basal contact of the volcanics on granite and
the stratified volcanics themselves dip 15-40° northward, and the contact
is sheared in places while not in others.

The south flank of the fold in

the west; however, is composed of a southward dipping fault contact with
granite under a section of stratified volcanics which strike into the fault
and are truncated by it.

These are the yellow and brown volcanics of the

tilted terrain of the Goldfield Mountains.
With

th~s

relationship one probalby needs to apply at least a two stage

An earlier event, perhaps of listric faulting

deformational model to this area.

causing an initial 15-20° of homoclinal NE tilt to these stratified rocks,
could well have been overprinted by N-S compression forming the E-W directed
fold which produced the dips on the north flank, and modified the south flank
by shearing along the volcanic-granite contacts.

However, it was noticed that

the dips in the south flank rocks increase toward the anticlinal axis up to
50° or so near the axis.

If a simple anticlinal fold had affected these

rocks, then their dips would have decreased, not increased toward the fold
crest.

Hence Listric faulting appears to be involved.

See the cross-

sections accompanying the maps for illustrations of this problem.

The dip

data can be most easily explained by variations of amount of listric
rotation in different areas, subsequently modified by shearing along the
basal volcanic contact during formation of the Saguaro Lake anticline.
The Saguaro Lake anticline could not be tracked east of the high angle
reverse faults one mile east of Mormon Flat Dam, where the stratigraphy
changes, or west of Stewart Mountain Dam into the Precambrian granite
terrain around Stewart Mountain.
Monocline of Tonto Basin
Outcrops of Apache Group sediments around Roosevelt Dam contain 25° eastward
dips.

To the east in the Sierra Ancha extensive outcrops of the Apache Group
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sediments are basically sub-horzontal and stand at 5000-6500 ft. elevations.
To the west, the top of the Mazatzal Mountains at elevations of 6000-7600
feet consists of older Precambrian sediments, so that any Apache Group
sediments formerly there have been eroded off the top of the mountains.
Hence the emerging picture seems to suggest a N-S trending monoclinal
flexure involving basement and Apache Group rocks, with the middle limb
of the monocline consisting of the 25 0 east dipping rocks near Roosevelt
Dam.

Although the question of when the monocline formed remains unanswered,

at least two important points need to be mentioned which point to a late
Cenozoic period for at least some of the movement.

First, an unmapped

assemblage of probable early Miocene volcanics and sediments along western
Tonto Basin north of Roosevelt Lake are deformed, and at several places
dip easterly at 15-25°.

Curiously, these dips approximate the dips of

the Apache Group sediments as noted above.

Secondly, a monocline farther

south around Tucson is known in the San Pedro Valley which has identical
vergence, a parallel, on-line strike direction, and has produced similar
northeast dips on volcanics and sediments as young as about 22 m.y. (20 m.y.
old Apache Leap tuff was not affected by the fold).

The moncline in the

San Pedro Valley cannot be continously tracked to the northwest to the
Roosevelt Dam area past the area of Superior, because of geological
complications, but the two structures follow the same trend.

Hence, there is

some evidence that the warping of the Apache Group rocks around Roosevelt
Dam could be an early Miocene event, which could of course relate to the
tectonics affecting the Superstition volcanic field.

Mapping of the

disturbed volcanics in the northern Lake Roosevelt area would be
important in resolving this problem.
Faults
At least three orientations of major faults were noted in the field area.
1) a N70 0 W set which in the Goldfield Mountains appears to be involve
listric-style movement, and south of Horse Mesa Dam are south side down
with some strike-slip lineations;

2) a N2S-45°W set, seen to die out up

section, possibly related to volcano tectonics, and 3) a NSO-600W set of
high angle faults, consistently down to the northeast, affecting postvolcanic sediments, and displaying some apparent reverse movement.
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The northern Goldfield Mountains west of Stewart Mountain Dam were examined
and found to contain evidence of listric faults.

The faults shown on the

maps trend N700W and were observed to change dip angle from near vertical at
the tops of cliffs to about 45-55° SW dips in the canyon bottoms.

This is

the general orientation needed to affect a NE homoclinal dip on the involved
volcanics.

It is this author's opinion after seeing a few examples of

these faults that a listric style deformation has imparted most of the dip
to these rocks.

However, as noted in the section "Further notes on the

tilted terrain" these faults are not strike parallel to the tilted
volcanic beds and hence may not be solely responsible for the tilting.
Another set of faults oriented more N45°W may reside in the Goldfield
Mountains.

One fault in the northwest Goldfields is indicated on the map

as having reverse movement, with Precambrian granite on the north side up
against volcanics on the south side, with the fault plane dipping about

BooN.

Note that this fault parallels the "Apache Lake fault" mapped along

the north shore of Apache Lake, which also has apparent reverse movement,
but the two faults have opposite vergence directions.
A nearby E-W major fault can be seen crossing the Horse Mesa Dam access road
just south of Black Cross Butte.

It was tracked over a total distance of

5 miles, from Canyon Lake (see photo) eastward to the south center part of
Horse Mesa.

The fault plane dips south, and south side is down by several

hundred feet, using the white bedded tuffs and upper capping rhyolites of
Black Cross Butte, Horse Mesa, and Coronado Mesa as marker units.

This

fault, combined with the north-side down Apache Lake fault suggest that the
Black Cross Butte-Horse Mesa area has acted as a horst block relative
to Mesquite Flat and the Painted Cliffs area (see cross-section B-B').
Sparce slickenside lineations in the area south of Black Cross Butte
suggests exclusive dip-slip movement on this fault.
The N25-45°W set of faults are demonstrated by numerous examples along the
shores of Canyon and Apache Lakes.

The sense of offset is highly variable,

and one gets the impression of a "piano keyboard" set of alternating up and
down blocks for most of the region.

Where the exposures are good, many of

these faults can be seen to die out upward and often do not offset the white
bedded tuff marker series at all.

Often, though, steep-sided canyons
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cut into undisplaced upper volcanics lie on the trace of these faults.
Around Apache Lake, springs are very often localized along these faults.
The N50-600W faults cut through both Canyon and Apache Lakes.

These have

clearly involved the fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat (a distinctive marker
lithology), and the faults are consistently down on the NE side, in some
cases by many hundreds of feet.
faults at two places.

Reverse movement is indicated on these

Along the north shore of Apache Lake along a fault

trending N60-800W, Precambrian granite and metarhyolite are in the hanging
wall of a fault which dips 65°S.

The footwall contains lahars and tuffs

of the lower Superstition volcanics.

Further, the general sense of

stratigraphic offset across the fault on either side of the Lake agrees
with this sense of movement-the base of the white bedded tuffs on the
south side of the lake are at 2,800 feet, while directly across on the
north shore they are at 2,400 feet.

Projecting the dips on the bedded tuffs

to the fault plane produces dip-slip throw estimates of perhaps over
1000 feet, southwest side-up, on this fault.
Apache Lake fault on the map.

This fault is termed the

From the map data it appears that the

Salt River, and Apache Lake have localized near the trace of this fault.
The longest continously traceable fault in the map area is the other
example of this category of fault.

It was tracked in the helicopter

continuously from Cottonwood Wash, 2 miles NNW of Mormon Flat Dam in the
northwest, to a mile east of Tortilla Flat in the southeast, a distance
of 5 miles.

It was tracked on the ground farther southeast by another

5 miles to near Fish Creek Canyon.

Where it intersects the north shore

of Canyon Lake is clear evidence of southwest side up (reverse) movement on
the fault plane which dips 75° SW, by probably 500 feet.

The stratigraphy

here appears clear-cut, involving older rhyolites and fanglomerate of
Mesquite Flat.

Two miles southeast of here, the top of the fanglomerate

has been offset by an apparent 400 feet, SW side up.
planes dip 60-73°NE, implying normal displacement.

However, here the fault
These conflicting senses

of normal vs. reverse faulting imply that we must be careful in assessing the
nature of the forces involved here.

We are seeing rotation of volcanics

and sediments under varying circumstances, and one must wonder if there has
been later rotation affecting the orientation of the fault planes.
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GEOLOGY FROM STEWART MOUNTAIN DAM DOWNSTREAM TO GRANITE REEF DAM
In the interval between Stewart Mountain Dam and Granite Reef Dam, Tertiary
volcanics and sediments were observed to be depositional on Precambrian granitic
rocks at three places, just northwest of Blue Point picnic area, at Coons
Bluff, and on the south flank of Arizona Dam Butte, around the filtration
plant.

At the first of these areas, the Tertiary rocks are tuffs and

andesites overlain unconformably by basin fill sediments, and at the latter
two areas, the Tertiary rocks are dominated by redbeds with subordinate
tuffs and andesites.
Blue Point Picnic Area
Along the north bank of the Salt River, just west of the picnic area, a thin
section of volcanics, consisting of an upper white-colored, non-welded, lithic
ash flow sheet and an underlying andesite flow, were deposited on
Precambrian granite.

However, the presence of a wedge of fossil talus below

the volcanics (seen on the map) indicates that high relief was present at the
time of deposition of the volcanics, and the relief on the higher
Precambrian granite hills to the east of these exposures is in part a fossil
Miocene relief.
(UAKA 77-144).

The andesite from this locality yields a 18.1 m.y. K/Ar age
A low potassium content of a modified feldspar concentrate

used in the K/Ar determination indicates this rock may be termed a
basaltic andesite.

Indeed curious are some very high initial dips (to 35 or

40°) on some fluvially sorted, wedge-planar crOSs bedded volcanoclastic
sandstones which separate the overlying dark volcanics from underlying granite
boulder talus which maintains its initial dip on slopes of granite.

This

area lies upslope but in plain view of the trail along the north bank of
the river, 800 feet west of the Blue Point forest camp.

To the west the

volcanics appear to be truncated by a horzontal surface, and overlain
unconformably by bedded basin fill fanglomerates.

To the south, the

volcanics are in fault contact with granite along a E-W trending fault
with a 7-10 foot wide, red colored clay-rich gouge zone, exposed along the
trail mentioned above.

To the north, they depositionally pinch out.
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To the south of the river, along the northwest flank of the Goldfield
Mountains, similar lithic tuffs with basal andesites are depositional on the
granite.

And they also have been involved in nearly E-W directed

faulting, as mapped along Bulldog Canyon, 2 miles south of Blue Point
picnic area.

The faults along Bulldog Canyon are south side down, while the

one at Blue Point is north side down, suggesting the existance of an
E-W elongate horst block composed of granite encompassing the area around
the present river channel.

A family of E-W shears are noted in the

granite terrain south of the river.
An extensive pediment surface, graded nearly to the 30-foot terrace level and
called the Bush pediment by Pewe (1978) is developed in granite on the
south side of the river from the northwestern Goldfields, westward to
beyond Granite Reef Dam.

Three sets of gravel-capped terraces are present

in the area three miles below Stewart Mountain Dam on remnant benches at
levels of about 20-40, 160-220, and 250 feet above present stream elevation.
The gravel-capped terrace along the obvious spur 0.5 miles SE of Stewart
Mountain Dam is about 240 feet above river (not lake) elevation.

It, or

perhaps a nearby smaller remnant (above left abutment of Stewart Mountain
Dam at 200 feet above river level) is probably snychronous with the 160-220
foot terrace set seen along the south bank of the river up to four miles
downstream of Stewart Mountain Dam.

These gravel-capped terrace remnants

are called the Mesa Terrace by Pewe (1978).

Along with the older, 90 foot

higher Sawik Terrace (Pewe, 1978), these gravel caps contain extensive
plugged caliche zones and fractured boulders littering the surface.
On

Based

general Southwestern desert soil ages, these caliche zones are probably

0.5-2 million years old (C. Menges, pers. comm., May 1981).
Coon Bluff Area
Farther downstream at Coon Bluff, a Tertiary clastic-dominated section is
exposed throughout the bluffs, while across the river on the north side,
well-exposed undeformed basin fill deposits overlap the poorly exposed
Tertiary clastics (redbeds).

Granites of the Usery Mountains to the south

can be found outcropping at the east end of Coon Bluff.
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As seen on the map, the Tertiary rocks at Coon Bluff dip 15-30° WSW, and
consist of about 1,350 feet of lower mudflow and debris flow redbeds,
200-600 feet consisting of a lower andesite and several unwelded ash flows
interbedded into redbeds, and an upper 600 feet or so of debris flow and
fluvially washed lighter colored redbeds.

Several thin flow remnants of

andesite or Trachyte, some of which have dike-like character, are found in
the lower redbed sequence in southern Coon Bluff.

The entire exposed Coon

Bluff section is estimated to be about 2,550 feet thick, assuming an average
dip angle of 25° for the lower two members and 15° for the upper member,
and the outcrop lengths shown on the map.

Clasts are predominantely

granitic, with Tertiary andesite and silicic volcanic clasts sparcely
represented.
Dips in the bluffs consistently are to the west, but nearby to the west,
at the Salt-Verde confluence, redbeds and bedded tuffs dip 15-50° to the
east, implying a structural discontinuity at the west edge of Coon Bluff
which could be either a fold axis, or more probably a fault.

At the east

end of Coon Bluff, the redbeds are clearly depositional on deeply weathered
red-colored granite.

The contact is hard to establish, but probably dips

westward parallel with bedding in the redbeds.

The sediment-granite contact

at the south end of Coon Bluff is not exposed, but could be either a
depositional pinchout, a high angle fault, or possibly a low angle fault
related to low-angle denudational (gravity) sliding.

This author suspects

a high-angle fault as the most likely choice.
Two sets of faults were recognized around Coon Bluff, WNW to W, and NW
directed.

The first set offsets the middle volcanic unit right laterally

along the main fault seen at Coon Bluff, which suggests north side down if
dip-slip movement occurred, as suggested by sparce slickensides lineations.
Assuming pure dip-slip fault motion, about 330 feet of movement is implied
for the E-W segment of this fault.

The WNW-trending branch of this fault

is well exposed cutting the redbeds, and dips about 70° south.

No movement

indicators were noted for this segment, but sense of movement would be
reverse if the north side were down, as it was for the other segment.

This

WNW-trending segment is the locus of barite mineralization which was
exploited by mining.

According to Brobst (1969) and Stewart and Pfister
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(1960), about 312,000 tons of barite were mined from properties at Coon
Bluff between 1929 and 1955, under the names of Granite Reef, Arizona
Barite, and Macco mines.

This production makes this the largest barite

producer in Arizona to date.

Barite veins followed the main N75°W fault,

but are also found as a series of an echelon N20 0 W veinlets both north and
south of the main fault (see Stewart and Pfister's figure 10).

The barite,

according to the above authors, has a small amount of associated azurite
and malachite staining and is found entirely in the faulted redbeds, although
granite is supposidly found on the south (hanging) wall at the east end of the
fault.

This author could not confirm in the field that the fault

juxtaposed granite against redbeds anywhere along its present exposure.

The

haulage shaft at the main mine had been sunk 320 feet, and more than 2,500
feet of drifts had been completed, when, in July 1955, during mining a
"heavy flow of water" was encountered at the west end of the mine and
operations were suspended (Stewart and Pfister, 1960, p. 32).

The source

of this water is probablY ground water related to the nearby Salt River.
The northwest set of faults at Coon Bluff are recognized where light-colored
tuffs are in contact with redbeds.

The detailed faulting picture is

complex, but seems to involve shuffling of the stratigraphy along high angle
faults.
Two sets of river gravel-capped terraces are found on Coon Bluff astride the
present river, at elevations of about 140 and 170 feet above river level.
Along the north bank of the Salt River, northeast of Coon Bluff, a single
set of terrace remnants are mapped which rest 100-130 feet above present
river elevation.

Above the east bank of the lower Verde River, a single set

of river gravel-capped terraces rest about 140-160 feet above river level.
Two patches of lower gravels are at about 30-50 feet above the river near
the filtration plant and about one mile up the Verde from its confluence
with the Salt River, along the east bank.

As mentioned previously, the

gravel-capped terrace remnants at elevations of 100-170 feet are those
called the Mesa Terrace by Pewe (1978), and those at elevations of 30-50
feet are Pewe's Blue Point Terrace.

The terrace gravels contain abundant

clasts of Precambrian Mazatzal Series rocks, Apache Group rocks,
metarhyolite, and lesser amounts of Superstition volcanic lithologies.
Paleozoic lithologies are rare.

See Kokalis (1971) for pebble count studies

on these gravels.
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Mount McDowell Area
The discussion of the geology around Mount McDowell for convience will be
divided into two parts, north and south of the large fault that passes
1,500 feet south of the crest of Mt. McDowell, because of the variation in
stratigraphic order in these two areas.
North of the large fault, here called the Red Mountain fault, the Tertiary
section, dominated by redbeds, is depositional on Precambrian granites of
Arizona Dam Butte.

Small remnants of the redbeds are still preserved plastered

against the southern slopes of this butte, and indicate the presence of
nearly 1,000 feet of fossil relief on the butte, preserved since early
Miocene time.

The Tertiary section consists of at least 1,400 feet of

light to medium red colored mudflow and debris flow fanglomerates.
Occassional boulders in some units range up to 10-12 feet in diameter.

The

lower part of the section contains interbedded dark volcanic flows
(andesites 7) which outcrop irregularly to the west of Mount McDowell, and
locally at the base of the section at the south end of Arizona Dam Butte.
In the western area, the dark volcanics are clearly interbedded with the
redbeds, and at least one NW-trending fissure vent complex displaying
vertical foliation was mapped.
consisted of redbeds.

However, in this area, the lowest strata

Roughly two-thirds up Mt. McDowell, two thin andesite

or trachyte flows are interbedded into the redbeds.
rather uniform thickness throughout the butte.
feet thick, and the lower one slightly thicker.

They appear to have

The upper one is 10-15
The map also indicates

the position and orientation of two small dike masses composed of very
coarsely crystalline gray-colored calcium carbonate.
Both have been sheared somewhat along their length, but are not simple
gouge fillings.

The NW-trending mass in the west is mixed with andesite

breccia material, along a trend parallel to the dark volcanic fissure
vent noted above.

The carbonate material is most logically remobilized

and recrystallized Tertiary limestone.
Materials comprising the redbeds are predominantly granitic, and
secondarily, Superstition volcanic lithologies.
the matrix material and as clasts.

Both rock types are found in

Other rock types, such as Precambrian

metavolcanics or Paleozoic sedimentary material, are not common.
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At Mt. McDowell, the section dips 10-12° westward.

Against Arizona Dam

Butte, the units dip 12-30° southward, off the south flank of the butte.

One

mile northwest of Mt. McDowell, dips of redbeds and volcanic flows are
to the southeast.

This dip reversal may imply the persence of a syncline in

the position shown on the map.

A K/Ar age of 18.7 m.y. was obtained on a

boulder of trachyte (UAKA 77-147) contained in the lower part of the
redbeds at Mt. McDowell, perhaps 200 feet above the base of the exposed
section.

Another trachyte flow intercalated into the redbeds above the

boulder dates at 18.0 m.y. (UAKA 77-148), while a sanidine-bearing ash
flow tuff above the trachyte flow dates at 17.7 m.y. (UAKA 77-149).

All

these dates are from the east side of Mt. McDowell, facing the Salt-Verde
confluence.
South of the Red Mountain fault, the Tertiary section dips 25-35° SW, and is
composed of the following strata, listed from bottom to top:
1.

unknown total thickness (greater than 300 feet) of redbed debris flows.

2.

20-150 feet of andesite, thinning southwestward, and possibly involved

in a fault contact along it SW extent.
3.

10-50 feet of an upper poorly organized redbed mudflow.

4.

locally, a thin (10-20 feet) dark gray to purple colored andesite-

trachyte flow.

Apparently, this flow was the one sampled for K/Ar age

analysis (UAKA 77-148), and yeilded an 18.0 m.y. age.
5.

200-1000 feet of light colored, red-stained, rhyolite to dacite

unwelded ash flows (ignimbrites), thinning rapidly to the southeast, and
reaching maximum thickness near the Red Mountain fault.

A lower most

unit of this assemblage was K/Ar age dated (UAKA 77-149) at 17.7 m.y. on a
sanidine concentrate.
6.

200-1000 feet of redbed debris flow fanglomerates, rapidly thinning to

the northwest.

The contact between this and the underlying tuffs is highly

irregular, as seen on the map, and appears to record redbed deposition
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in an area of high relief erosionally cut into the older tuffs.
L

7.

an upper section of 100-400 feet of very light colored unwelded dacitic

lithic ash flows, which, just like the two underlying units (5&6) is very
irregular in thickness, thinning rapidly to the southeast.
8.

at least 700 feet (top not exposed) of a sequence of fossil sand dunes,

composed of trough cross-bedded orange-colored well-sorted sandstones.

In

the lower part, many interbeds of gravelly units, and a few tabular debris
flow lenses suggest the sand dunes were deposited very near the locus of
deposition of redbeds, probably on piedmont slopes at the base of granitic
hills.

The redbeds in the general area are dominated by granitic debris,

with subordinate dark and light volcanic clast and matrix material, which
suggests local sources as the major contribution to the redbeds.
9.

Basin fill sediments, up to 380 feet thick.

These are undeformed

sediments which unconformably overlap the sand dunes and redbeds south
and west of Mount McDowell, and rest on granite near the right (north)
abutment of Granite Reef Dam.

USBR drill data in the Granite Reef Dam

area suggests the presence in the subsurface of 280 feet of basin fill
resting on sheared granite at a point in a tributary streambed 2,300 feet
NNW of the right abutment of the dam, with another 100 feet of basin fill
exposed in the bluffs above the drillhole collar.

Hence, the presence

of an abandoned Salt River channel course is suggested in this area.
Note that an exposed knob of Precambrian granite now separates the
present stream course in the Granite Reef Dam area from this 380 foot thick
basin fill sequence to the north.

It is the absence of Tertiary rocks

below basin fill in this drill hole which suggests that the Tertiary rocks
are missing this for south either because of erosion (perhaps by a paleoSalt River source) or south side-up faulting along a hypothesized N70 oEtrending fault shown on the map.
Coon Bluff - Mt. McDowell Stratigraphic Correlation
In the Mt. McDowell area, the redbeds north of the Red Mountains fault are
a local base of deposition of the Tertiary since they are seen to be
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plastered against the granites to the north.
exposed in these beds.

No light colored tuffs are

South of the Red Mountain fault, two tuffaceous

units are interbedded with redbeds, but the base of the exposed section
consist of redbeds.

Hence, the tuffaceous units must reside higher in

the section, and must be downthrown against redbeds along the Red Mountain
fault.

Similar tuffaceous and andesitic units at Coon Bluff are underlain

by redbeds which are depositional on granite, and which most likely correlate
with the tuff and dark volcanics on redbeds south of Mt. McDowell.
The amount of offset along the Red Mountain fault is questionable.

If

listric rotation and lateral ENE - directed movement affected the block
south of Red Mountain fault (see section on structural interpretation),
then more tuffaceous rocks should be present north of the fault west of
Mt. McDowell.

None were observed, including along the CAP canal before

it was concrete lined.

Until they are found, absolute movement vectors on

this fault cannot be confirmed.
Precambrian Terrain
The Precambrian terrain around the Verde-Salt confluence was examined in
reconnaissance.

The rock, best described as a quartz monzonite with

phenocrysts of potash feldspar, usually displays some biotite-to-chlorite
alteration, and contains a complex array of prominent directions of jointing,
as seen on the maps.

Two miles southeast of the crest of Mt. McDowell,

a zone about 2,000 feet wide contains NE directed high angle foliation in
the granite and parallel alignment of quartz veins and dark-colored fine
grained diorite masses.

At the north end of Arizona Dam Butte, a series

of vertical, red clay-filled shear zones trending about N700W were mapped,
and subsequent air photograph examination suggested several more shear
zones to be present in the butte.

These may be genetically related to the

E-W shears previously noted in the granite just south of Blue Point picnic
area.

One mile southeast of Granite Reef Dam, a NE-elongate body of a red

colored granite cuts the Precambrian terrain.

This body is approximately

outlined on the map, but its contacts with the Precambrian rocks was not
observed.

It is mapped on the published State and county geologic maps as

Laramide in age.
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As noted on the map, two major sets of joints trend approximately N10-40oW,
and N30-60oE.

Both sets are noted north and south of the Salt River.

A

set of joints around Granite Reef Dam trends about N60oE, and may control
the river alignment in the immediate area.
No pods or zones of pervasive hydrothermal alteration (feldspars to kaolinite)
were noted in the granite in this area, similar to those noted along Bulldog
Canyon south of Blue Point picnic area.
As elsewhere in this region, the granites are most likelY of the Ruin-Oracle
quartz monzonite association, of 1350-1450 m.y. age.

And the dioritic pods

encased in the granite southwest of Coon Bluff and elsewhere are possibly
of the older Precambrian Madera Diorite (dated at 1540-1730 m.y. farther
southeast by D. Livingston, U. of Arizona, PhD, Thesis, 1969).

See also

Stuckless and Naeser (1972) for supporting age dates in the Precambrian
terrain around the Superstitions.
Structural Interpretation - Stewart Mtn. to Granite Reef Dam
The present outcrop pattern of the Tertiary clastic-dominated section along
this stretch of the Salt River, at Blue Point, Coon Bluff, and Mount
McDowell, with the base of the section generally below river level, is
topographically low compared to the base of the volcanic-dominated section
in the northwest Goldfield Mountains, where the base rises to the south to
elevations 400 feet above river level along Bulldog Wash, and up to
1500 feet above river level at Pass Mountain, 5 miles south of Blue Point
picnic area.

Assuming the clastics were deposited in a paleo basin bounded

on the south by volcanics, then the river course today around the Verde-Salt
confluence is in a topographic low that may have also been a low in redbed
(mid-Miocene) time.

This sense of "low" vs. "high" is hinted at in

cross-section D-D'.

Similarly, Stewart Mtn. appears to have been a

topographic high around which volcanics were deposited, since they
depositionally pinch out against its west, north, and east sides.
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The most obvious faults in the area are the E-W ones which clearly involve
the Superstition volcanics, and, because they are parallel with the
average Salt River trend in the area, may have helped position the river
in its present course.

The Redbeds at Mt. MCdowell reach an elevation of 2,830 feet, while the
granites on Arizona Dam Butte (the depositional base of the redbeds) reach
2,470 feet.

Clearly, the redbeds and volcanics were deposited in some

kind of a low elevation feature, the apparent axis of which coincides very
nearly with todays average river course in the region.

Imbrication

directions in the redbeds are shown on the maps, and appear to reflect
Arizona Dam Butte as a source area for the Mt. McDowell redbeds, and the
Usery Mountains as the southerly source for the Coon Bluff redbeds.
The tilt patterns of the Tertiary rocks are indeed curious.
Coon Bluff dips about 25° westward.

The section at

At Mt. McDowell, north of the Red

Mountain fault, the section dips about 10° westward, and about 30° westward
south of the fault.
E-W fault traces.
beds.

These main dip directions are perpendicular to the
No faults were mapped which are strike-parallel to the

Throughout most of the northern Goldfield Mountains just east of here,

the beds dip homoclinally northeast at 20-40°.

Whatever the cause of

tilting, deformational forces have imparted nearly opposite tilt directions
to the Tertiary rocks in these two areas.

One could imagine ENE-directed

listric-style faulting affecting the Tertiary rocks near the river, causing
the WSW dips, mainly in the structural block south of the Red Mountain fault
and north of the parallel fault proposed on the maps.

In this model, the

E-W faults serve as transform-style faults, along which differential amounts
of fault-parallel horzontal movement are accomodated, with the main listric
fault(s) buried to the west of Mt. McDowell.
The main problem with this model is that in the entire low-relief area between
Mt. McDowell and the western edge of Coon Bluff, all dips of redbeds and
aeolian beds (exposed discontinuously at or very near river level) are toward
the southeast quadrant, nearly opposite to the main westerly pattern.
there NNE-SSW fold axes in this interval buried near the Salt River?
is this intermdeiate block a graben dropped along NNE faults?
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Or

Kinematically,

simple graben formation by movement along high angle normal faults should
not tilt beds since the necessary rotation is not present.
appear necessary to explain the observed tilt pattern.

Other factors

Probably the most

useful information to narrow down the many possible explanations would be:
(a) the thickness and lateral extent of the Tertiary rocks north of the
Verde-Salt confluence, south of Coon Bluff, and southeast of Mt. McDowell;
(b) the nature of the Tertiary-granite

contact south of Coon Bluff; and

(c) the presence of more redbeds or volcanics in the faIt area 2-3 miles
due west of Granite Reef Dam, on the north side of the river.
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PHOTOGRAPHS
Pages P-l to P-4

Goldfield Htns. - Saguaro Lake

Pages P-S to P-9

Canyon Lake Area

Pages P-lO to P-14

Apache Lake Area
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dip
direction

View looking northwest into Goldfield Mtns. from along Apache Trail showing
homoclinal NE tilt of the brown and yellow tuff series.

Unit in foreground

is a lithic fragmental pyroclastic tuff.

Unwelded tuffs depositionally thinning and pinching out on top of a paleo-high
of dark colored Precambrian granite, north shore of Saguaro Lake, 1.2 miles
ENE of Stewart Mountain Dam .

View looks NNE.

Stewart Mtn. Quad.

These tuffs

dip northward away from camera, along north flank of Saguaro Lake anticline.
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Sheared depositional contact of unwelded ash flow tuffs on Precambrian granite
along NW side of Cottonwood Creek, about 800 feet above its confluence with
Saguaro Lake (Mormon Flat Dam quad).

View looks west.

Close-up of above contact, showing sheared, weatherd aspect of granite surface
and planar nature of the contact.
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Sheared depositional contact of unwelded ash flow tuffs or Precambrian granite
(dark colored) along south flank of Saguaro Lake anticline, along east bank of
Saguaro Lake, just easy of Bagley Flat.
Contact dips 23°SE here.

View looks SW.

Mormon Flat Dam quad.

2.28 straight line miles downstream of Mormon Flat

Dam.
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Air view looking WNW at Saguaro Lake

1.

Farthest west outcrop of fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat

2.

incised basin fill desposits

3.

Stewart Mountain

4.

Mt. McDowell

5.

Bagley Flat - granite overlain by river gravels

6.

major faults - fault on right is the major structural boundary noted in text

7.

terrain of NE homoclinal tilted brown and yellow tuffs

8.

collection point of K/ Ar sample UAKA 80-128 (SRP-3)

View looking SE at Mormon Flat Dam and south arm of Canyon Lake. Major
structural - stratigraphic boundary shown, to the south of which is the
homoclinally tilted yellow and brown tuff series. In fo r eground, Mf
(fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat) is depositional on olde r tuffaceous
volcanic series. Weaver's Needle in center skyline. Fault in
foreground passes under left abutment of the dam, and juxtaposes
darker and lighter dacitic-rhyolitic unwelded ash flow tuffs .

j
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Silicic
volcanics

Look westerly at Mesquite Flat, composed of a syncline filled with fanglomerate
of Mesquite Flat (Mf).

Right foreground is welded ash flow of Superstition

volcanics at depositional edge of fanglomerate.

Fault trace shown is the

NE-side-down high angle fault which, projected to Saguaro Lake, displays
reverse movement.

Look north down Fish Creek Canyon from near top of hill 3141.

Vertical cliffs

composed of fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat (Mf), where they fill deep
channel cut into Superstition volcanics.

Cliffs of white bedded tuffs (wbt)

are north of depositional pinchout of Mf unit.
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High angle reverse fault exposed along north shore of Canyon Lake 1.2 straight
line miles above Mormon Flat Dam, where fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat (Mf)
depositional on rhyolite-dacite unwelded tuffs contact is repeated by a fault
dipping 75° SW.

View looks NW.

MesfIJite Flat

1

Aerial view looking easterly toward Canyon Lake from over Goldfield Mtns.
showing the regional structural-stratigraphic boundary (dashed line)
discussed in text.

Mf is outcrops of fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat.

Mf is exposed in tilted brown and yellow tuff terrain in foreground.
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View looking SSW at upper part of Canyon Lake with Mesquite Flat (MF) and
Weavers Needle (WN) in background.

Circular dacite tuff volcanic plug (dp)

on southeast side of river is noted on map 1.5 miles south of Sheep Mtn.
Small magnitude N-S faults (shown by arrows) are traced on both sides of
lake.

Photo shows well bedded nature of wbt (white bedded tuff) series, which

represents large-scale air-fall ash component of some related ash-flow
erruption(s).

Beneath wbt unit is blocky-weathering dacite partially welded

ash flow.
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View looking generally southward at uppermost Canyon Lake, just below Horse Mesa
Dam (family housing visable on point).

Black Cross Butte (BCB) capped by

upper welded rhyodacite flows seen also on Horse Mesa.
(wbt) are outlined on both sides of the lake.

White bedded tuffs

Older dacitic tuffs and

vitrophyres are lowest units exposed here.

slick
direction

View looking north along access road to Horse Mesa Dam showing subhorzontal
slickenside lineations on E-W fault.

(wbt) unit of above photo forms cliffs,

and represents air fall ash and base surge.
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View looking NW at lower Apache Lake showing trace of Apache Lake fault (ALF)
with obvious NE side down offset of white bedded tuff (wbt) series.

BF is

basin fill, with photo looking nearly down axis of paleochannel developed
in BF, discussed in text.

Precambrain granite (p€gr) exposed at lake level, and

found in hanging wall of ALF farther east, implying reverse fault movement.

View of area "A", above, looking northwest, showing Apache Lake fault at
center, with white bedded tuffs (wbt) downthrown against dacite tuffs (dt).
Complete fault story here involves complex cross-faulting.
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View NW from near top of Horse Mesa, hill 4025, with Apache Lake below.
Paul Damon stands at collection point of SRP-2 (DAKA 80-127) K/Ar sample.

This

sample is a welded rhyodacite flow which caps western Horse Mesa, and Black
Cross Butte to the west.
marker in the region.

White bedded tuffs (wbt) serve as good stratigraphic

Apache Lake fault (ALf) enters the right side of photo.

BF is undeformed basin fill.
J
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Arrows (in shade) point to an E-W large normal fault and several smaller
magintude scissors faults in this view looking east at a side canyon entering
Canyon Lake, about 2.5 straight line miles ENE of Mormon Flat dam.

This large

fault can be tracked 5 miles eastward to Horse Mesa, where it defines the south
limit of Horse Mesa horst block shown in cross-section B-B' .
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View eastward of Apache Lake, showing Apache Lake fault (ALF) with apparent
reverse movement, Precambrian rhyolites (p€rh) and granites (p€gr)j and
Superstition volcanics - andesites and breccias (and), white bedded tuff
unit (wbt) , dacite ash flows, and capping welded rhyolites (wr).

Contact

between pErh and andesite units is both faulted and depositional.

Apache Lake
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Close-up view looking east toward Goat Mtn. of faulted contact of wbt unit and
capping welded rhyodacite flows (wr) of Goat Mtn., against Precambrian
metarhyolite (foliated) of southern Mazatzals.

Dashed line is main fault.

(h) and arrow locate helicopter position of photo, below.

I
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wbt

W
bt[
,View looking southward of hill 3.0 miles ENE of Horse Mesa Darn.
view is located at (h) in above photo.

Helicopter in

Fault slices of Precambrian

metarhyolite (p€rh) at base of cliff, and white bedded tuff (under camera
position) indicate fair amount of faulting has altered original nature of
depositional contact.
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View eastward of western part of Apache Lake, with light pyroclastics of
white bedded tuff unit (wbt) in faulted depositional " contact of Precambrian
rhyolites and granites of southern Mazatzal Mtns.

Rounded hillslopes in

foreground are basin fill fluvial sediments (BF).

View north from Horse Mesa across Apache Lake at white bedded ruffs (wbt)
deposited against southern Mazatzals.

Wbt here is underlain by an andesite

flow series related to basal andesites and redbeds of eastern Horse Mesa.
Foreground rocks are lahars (hot volcanic mudflows).
saddle on Horse Mesa, 3 miles east of Horse Mesa Dam.
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Photo taken from main
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OF GEOCHRONOLOGY

In this field area, thirteen K/Ar age dates have been determined for the Bureau
of Reclamation by the Laboratory of Isotope Geochemistry, University of Arizona,
mostly between 1977 and 1981.

The entire age range determined for the silicic to

andesitic volcanic sequence in the northern Superstitions is 22.6 to 15.4 m.y.,
based on 12 samples.

The other date of 14.2 m.y. on a capping basalt is the

youngest age for any volcanic rock in the area.

Within the silicic sequence,

rhyolitic to dacitic units range in age from 20.6 to 15.4 m.y. (5 samples),
three samples described as basaltic, range in age from 22.6 to 18.1 m.y.;
two trachyte samples date at 18.7 and 18.0 m.y., and two andesitic samples
date at 21.4 and 15.5 m.y.

These petrologic rock assignments are based on

both field characteristics and potassium content of dated materials, although
these potassium contents are of selective material, and are not meant to be
representative of the whole rock material.

Based on these ages, the Oligocene

period is not represented in this part of the volcanic field, its boundary
with the Miocene being placed now at about 22.5 m.y. on international time
scales.
The age dates in the structural block around the Goldfield Mountains (Southwest
structural block) suggest the production of older flows and domes around
20 m.y. (UAKA 68-16), the continued out-pouring of the brown and yellow tuff
and flow series around 19 m.y. (UAKA 80-126), and then a homoclinal tilting
event due to listric faulting before a planation of some of the terrain and
covering by an apparently lesser deformed basaltic andesite flow at 18.3 m.y.
(PED-14-68).

A later post-tilting basalt flow at 14.2 m.y. at Hackberry Mesa

(UAKA 80-129) covers the older sequence and in turn is cut by a high-angle N-S
fault.
In the northeastern structural block (circa Horse Mesa and eastern Canyon Lake)
early andesitic flows at 22.6 m.y. (UAKA 81-30) and some undated massive
vitrophyres north of Canyon Lake were overlain by a series of unwelded ash
flows dating as young as 15.4 m.y. (UAKA 80-128).

Farther east around Horse

Mesa, older andesites (21.4 m.y., UAKA 81-31) were succeeded by a series of
lahars, tuffs, and capping welded rhyodacites as young as 17.5 m.y. (UAKA 80-127).
These latter flows cap all the high mesas around Horse Mesa, including Goat
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Mountain.

East of Horse Mesa, the volcanic stack has subsequently downthrown

against granites along faults that trend parallel to the present Salt River
course.

Farther downstream, andesitic to trachytic volcanism proceeded along with
redbed deposition and minor silicic ash flow activity between 18.7 and
15.5 m.y. age (UAKA 77-144, 145, 146, 147, 148, and 149).

Curious tilt

patterns in the Mt. McDowell - Coon Bluff area are divergent from those in
the nearby Goldfield Mountains, and suggest structural complexities in the
zone now astride the Salt River around Mt. McDowell.
Around Saguaro Lake, white tuffs and conglomerates of presumed 15 m.y. age are
involved in the Saguaro Lake anticline.

Units as young as the fanglomerate of

Mesquite Flat (post - 15.4 m.y., UAKA 80-128) are clearly involved in some
apparent reverse high angle faulting around Tortilla Flat (possibly equivalent
to the Apache Lake fault in movement timing and style).
Miocene NE-SW compression due to
operative.

unkno~~

Hence some middle

regional tectonics appears to have been

It is now thought that in several parts of southern Arizona and

adjacent California, low angle "denudational" or "gravity-fed" low angle
faulting was occurring in mid-Miocene time (Reynolds, 1980; Scarborough and
Wilt, 1979) which clearly involves rocks as young as 15.8 m.y. in the
Harcuvar Mountains (Scarborough and Wilt, p. 77), but generally predates
13 m.y. (Reynolds, p. 11).

The tilting, anticlinal formation, and presumed

high angle reverse faulting along the lower Salt River are presumed to be
part of these regional tectonics.
QUATERNARY TECTONISM
No direct evidence was found during this study of any faulting of Quaternary
age in the field area of this report.

However, three phenomena which relate

to the possibility of young tectonics deserve attention.

The first is a

curious arrangement of stream drainages four miles north of Mormon Flat Dam.
The second is a possible scarp with relief that offsets a Pleistocene
surface northwest of Roosevelt Lake in the Tonto Basin.

And the third is

the downstream convergence of Pleistocene strath terraces with present stream
level in this field area.

They will be discussed in the above order.
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In the area called "the Rolls" on the Mormon Flat Dam quadrangle, just west of
Cottonwood Creek, there is a one mile wide zone trending about N600W composed
of a terrain of high accordant ridge crests dissected by small gullies which
individually trend N30oE.

This overall ridge trends to the northwest for

about 3.5 miles, slowly decreasing in relief to the west above the lower
elevation terraces which lie astride it both to the north and south.
Occasional outcrops in these hills are of fluvially dominated basin fill
fanglomerates, with very low overall dips to the southwest.

The stratigraphically

highest of these deposits exposed in this area are probably late Miocene or
Pliocene age (8-3 m.y.) based on regional correlations, while the gravels
which cap the ridges are probably Pleistocene age (2-1 m.y.).

It appears

difficult to derive todays drainage pattern in this area without at some
time during the late Pliocene or early Pleistocene having a fault-bounded
horst block produced with the N600W trend which was subsequently modified
by stream erosion.

The most compelling evidence for this is that the N-60oW

faults already mentioned are those which displace the post-volcanic
fanglomerate of Mesquite Flat, and hence are the youngest known in the area.
And the major trend of this fault set is about one mile south of the trace of
the southernmost of the horst-bounding faults proposed here.

A quick

reconnaissance around Cottonwood Creek failed to disclose any evidence of
fault traces through the basin fill sediments.

Exposures of sections cut by

the proposed fault traces are virtually nonexistant.
It is interesting to note that in a report by FUGRO, Inc. (cited below) a
"proven" Quaternary fault east of Sugarloaf Mountain, 6-8 miles north of
"the Rolls", trends northwest, and is northeast side-down.

The fault trace is

arcuate, with the southeastern most part trending about N50oW.

This trend

and sense of movement is consistent with the movement on the fault which
cuts the fanglomerate of

~lesquite

Flat, and would be parallel to these faults

proposed for "the Rolls".
The probability of Quaternary surface rupturing in central Arizona obviously
is an important issue.

The general published literature known to this author

which specifically deals with the occurrence of Quaternary faults (surface
ruptures) in Southern Ariozna is very scant.

The FUGRO, Inc. report to

WPRS dated February 1981, entitled "Seismotectonic Study, Roosevelt Dam,
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Arizona" concludes that an elongate zone oriented NW-SE through central
Arizona does exhibit potential for large earthquakes (magnitude 5.5) and
that a "maximum credible earthquake" in the region is likely to be about
magnitude 6.5 or so with recurrence interval of several thousand years (even
thought Dubois and Smith (1980) suggest a magnitude of 7.2 for the 1887
earthquake centered in Sonora, south of Douglas).

The FUGRO report suggests

the presence of several Quaternary-aged faults of the "proven" category
within 30 miles or so of the dams on the lower Salt River.
This author has examined several Quaternary and possible Quaternary breaks
throughout the central Arizona Mountain Province and is in agreement with the
report that the southwest border of the Colorado Plateau contains a zone
with a history of Quaternary surface rupturing.

In additiona, this author

suggests that in the northern Tonto Basin around Punkin Center, there are
several more fault traces visible from low altitude reconnaissance in
addition to the one mapped in the FUGRO report.

The first set of traces are

about 5 to 8 miles south of Punkin Center, and about 1.5 miles west of
Tonto Creek and parallel to it.

These consist of erosional effects on a series

of accordant ridge crests, and a vegatated fault line which appears to cut
young basin fill deposits.

The second obvious feature that deserves attention

is a linear feature about 2 miles north of Punkin Center and 2 miles west of
Tonto Creek

(SE~

sec. 33, T 7 N., R 10 E., and

NE~

sec 4, T 6 N., R 10 E.,).

The feature is an apparent offset of the surface of a Pleistocene pediment
terrace, traceable for 1000 feet, along a linear zone which trends about

N15°W.

The remaining terrace remnant is "V" shaped in plan view, with the

notch of the "V" consisting of an ephemerial stream course aligned perfectly
with the possible fault trace.

The feature shown on the FUGRO map Was not

noted in the aerial reconnaissance.

These two sets of features in the Tonto

Basin should be examined on the ground to ascertain the prevalance of
Quaternary fault ruptures in this region.
Judging from topographic sheet contours, and information in Pewe (1978), the
Mesa Terrace consistently diverges upstream from present stream gradient
from the Tempe area, at least to the area of Mormon Flat Dam.
details given in the section entitled "Blue Point picnic area".

See the
Along the

several-mile stretch of river below Stewart Mountain Dam, the Mesa Terrace
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diverges by 60-80 feet from the river, and in this interval lies 160-220
feet above river level.

Tracking this terrace level farther downstream, it

appears to coincide with a 140-160 foot level at Coon Bluff and most probably
with a 100-120 foot level to the north and west of Granite Reef Dam.

Closer

to Phoenix, Pewe suggests the Mesa Terrace is 10 feet above river elevation, and
in the other direction, around Lake Rooseelt, Pewe suggests this terrace is more
than 300 feet above the river.

This last correlation is a long distance

extrapolation and mayor may not be warranted.

Judging from the regionally

imcomplete picture thus for assembled, this downstream convergence of
terraces and present stream elevation could be due to either tectonic or
climatic causes or both.

Without an overall terrace profile for much, if

not all, of the Gila River drainage system, tectonic effects are hard to
judge, expecially if they involve gentle, broad crustal warping with
wavelengths greater than distances between adjacent mountain ranges.

It is

becoming clear from soils studies around Phoenix that the Phoenix basin has been
a center of aggradation during Quaternary time (Cm Menges, pers. comm., May 1981)
and a slight relative uplift of the mountain province with respect to the basin
could produce this terrace divergence effect.

But Climatic change effects,

acting episodically to flush slugs of sediment from the hills lopes in the
Mountain province, could also cause complex terrace divergence patterns,
especially along the large river systems where they transact both mountain
ranges and easily erodable intermontaine basins.

Pierce (1976) suggests that

the Phoenix, Luke, and Picacho basins served as sumps for evaporite sediments
(halite, anhydrite, etc.) during late Cenozoic time, and he defined this
general area the "Gila Low", to contrast with upland basins to the southeast
and elsewhere that have a clastic-dominated basin fill assemblage.

Hence,

the Quaternary behavior of the region may be mirroring a long-established
trend of a regional, tectonically produced sump in the Phoenix-Luke area.
Whether or not this possible upwarping of the central mountain province is
accompanied by seismicity, or is being accomplished aseismically is not known
at this time.
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APPENDIX I

Sketch Cross-Sections
(note:

these are sketches only - not
drawn to scale).

See the 1:24,000 maps for locations
of these sections.
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Table of potassium-argon age dates in the

fj

eld area of this

report, published in Shafiqullah, et. al.(1980), Ariz. Geol. Soc.
Digest, volume 12, pp. 243-260.
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APPENDIX 2 (Continued)

KaAr Data on

from Salt River Area
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Cooperative Research Project with
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Sample
No.

Sample description and location

Individual
I K

Anorthochse Santd1ne. flOW-banded
r-hyolitE'
The rnyo 1He flow is (rom a homo-

clinally tilted volcanic sequence
and appears to ~ related to Goldfield K'Juntains. Sampled 1n Wnlow

(on~t,11ll~

Radiooenf, 40 Ar

Percent

, 10"·1:;;z..J,,...9,-_

trson-40

~duil

Mean

1.475
1.459

1.452

4.606
4.4M
4.50&
4.490

4.497

An" lYl~1

48.52
48.92

1.432
1.444

used:

1 • 4.963 x 10. 10 yr· 1
8
le • 0.581 x 10. 10 yr·'
I • 5.5~' , 10. 10 y,l
.OK/K • 1.167 ,10. 4 Hom/.t""

Hean
0\8.72

.~spher1c

Intjividu.i
Analyses

30.8
30.7

Atle in

t\ean

111111 ion
years

3O.B 19.24>0.42

Springs Canyon, 3.53 ~11es WSW of
Apache gap .'ong Apache Tra11,

Superstition Htns •• alev. 1720',
ftInron blat Dam Quad" Maricopa Co.

L.t. 33 ~1.95' H
long. 111 29.88' W
(/SRP·l)
IW(/,

Groundmass. welded rhyolite

80·127

Vu99Y welded cliff forming rhyolite
flows from northeastern Superstttlon
volcanic field, underlain by vast
array of lahars, tuffs. and a th1d:
andesite flow sequence. Near top of
Hor~! Mesa, south side of Apache lake,

136.4
136.5

137.5

136.B

17.'6,0.36

B.9

9.1

9.0

9.0

elev. 4000'.. The flow appears to cap
Sfveral llesas. Horse Mesa Dam Quid ••
Maricopa Co.,
L.t. 33 ~.7B' N
Lon9. III
(fSRP-2)

IW(/,

IIH2B

19.60' W

Plagioclase. unwelded rhyol1te
ash flow.

1.715

1.725
1.705

45.44
46.04

Sampled 20' above level of Saguaro

53.3
53.5

45.65

45.35

46.08

Cottonwood Creek. The ash flow is
from a series of Silicic pyroclaH ics tha t unconfonr.ab 1y underlie
an extensive fanglomerate in the area,
and are In high angle fault contact
.'ong a corr.plex trW-trending fault with
a lithologically distinct homoclinally
HE tOted series of welded tuffs. flows

52.3

i,

52.7

52.0

46.56
47.43

la~e. just upstream from ~uth of

53.4

15.43tO.34

51.6

and ignimbrites, superstition Htns.,

e:lev. 1580', Horll'tln flat Dam Quad ••
Kodeops Co.

L.t. 33 d3.80' N
Lon9. III
(/SRP.3)

i

27.78' W

GroundmaSs. basalt

0.732
0.743

0.738

field.

lB.60

17.B3

11 1, gently tllted (3·5 )

whileotne underlying sequence has a
20-30 dip to the northeast. Sample frca
northern prong of Hackberry Mesa, on
e4~terr. upthrown bloc.k of a high angle
noma. 1 fault. B.a.salt overlies Geronlgoo
Head tuffs Ind l fluvi61 conglouerHe.
Clnyon Llke ire., elev. 2280'. Ho~n
Flu

~ Q~d"

18.14

18.22

The fl~ unconformably overlies the
silfcic extrusive roc~s of the northern Superstition Mountain vol can!,

Kor1c.op.a eo.

Lit. 33 30.72' N, Long. III o 25,00' W
(tSRP.()
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76.3
77.2

IB.64
IB.29

77.1

76.6
76.2

14. 2310. 47

76.7

1
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Constants used:

University of Arizona
Isotope Geochea1stry lib

DIu: 'S
$tllpl.
110.

UUA

11-30

:r.. ~ ..

10
1
K-Ar data on Silt River ..pp1ng project lrea, Central AriZona 1•• 4.963 x 10. yr·
10 yr- 1
'
••
0.581
x
10.
Coop.erUhl rHHn;h project with U.S. Burelu of ReclalMtton

1 • 5.S44 x 10.

and Arizona Bureau of Geology

1'1. S \

Sample description and location

Whole rock, groundmass, basalt
Flow underlies In extenstve blanket

JridhtdulJ
SK
0.60~

0.60;4

"ean
0.6075

of fanglOlfer.te around Tortilla Flit .

10

yr-

1

40K/ K • \.\67 x 10- 4 1\0011100
Rtdiooen1t 40 Ar
Percent atmospheric
x lO-1Z¥9
Art 1n
l~on-40
iiidividul
11v1dual
.,11110n
Anllyst~
Hean
Anlly...
"-on Yelrs
19.78
20.28
19.89

19,98

67.9
67.3
67.7

67.6

68.0

67.3 '7.8

22., • O.g

68.0

• nd overlies white tuff beds and
dacite flollts, Northeast stde of

lorttll. Creek across froc Forest
Service cl~9round near the Town
of Tortilla Flat.

Supel"'Stition

Mountains. Morson Flit Quad ••

Maricopa Co •• Arizona.
0
Lit. 33° 31.72' H, Long. 111 23.55' W
~KA

81-31

Whole rod. grounar.ass, Indeslt.e
F1~ froM baSill sequence of Superstition Mountain volcanics that rest
on Pre<ambrian granite 110ng southern
earg1n of Apache Like, east end of
Korse Men. ApaChe Like ~ort, Hon.
Men

~d.,

1.812

1.812
1.812

Maricopa CO., Ar1101\1.

lit. 33° 34.43' N. Lont. lUo 11.31' .,
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23.6
23.9

24.0

13.8 21.4. 0.5
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aocJ.

TYPf.. SAMPLE NO. A)i"v LOCATH>t<

YO\Il\ltr bll a 1 t
liM •• Callier.

(P!D- llo· 66) , Ilar:k

HltI£1U.l

,

40 Ar RAIl.

40"r/ 4O .:

4°Ar

ATHOS.

AlPA.UNT

t

• 10. 10
aolu/glll

.... hoIr rod

1. 54

0.490

1. 05

88.6

11.'! 3.1

lli}]

biotite

, .18

2.58

1. 19

)1. t

20.1

!

(20.~

x 10' J

t

AGl •• y.

"0

ll' 26" tI, IUD 28' 02" W
Hor-on '1.11 Dam QUid •• Madcop"
Co,. Ar1l,on.
DU:ltr dOlllt (P£D-16-68). Vicinity
or willow Sprinll C.lder.

1.2

2"

))031' 11" H, 111 0
2~" W
Hor..;!" Flat Pu QUid., Haricopa
Co,. "rltonl

lIv.. (PED-17· (8),
Vicinity of Willow Spring. C.lder.

QUlrta latite

21" H,
)4' loS" W
SW\ Sec. 30, T2lI, RBE

))028'

SWl,

111 0

I
blot(

t.

1.40

1S.8
48.6

2.91

f,yel..ihl. d ,vetl,e:

.L1!..
2.82

1. 26

21.3i O.8

Aplch. Junction Quad., H.rlcop'
Co,. Arhona
Welded tuff (1'[0-18-68) , Black
He .. Cildeu
3)0 28' 36'- H, IHo 25' 41" W
Goldhtld Quad .• HU'l~opa Co ••
Arbona

blotiu

7.41

82.4
65.8

2,S)

3,16

3.02
*wtl£hted

average~

"'T.9"9

'7.6
1. 34

above dates are from Damon, et. al. (1969), Correlation and
Chronology of Ore Deposits and Volcanic Rocks, AEC progress report

# COD-689-120, p. 49.

Hand-posted revised dates above are due to

revisions in decay constants.
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APPENDIX 3
Auxilary note on Stewart Mounatin Dam Spillway
On December 4, 1980, the spillway at Stewart Mountain Dam was visited, while
repair work to the concrete spillway lower part was in progress.

The

accompanying sketch geologic map and cross-section were made, based only on
general relationships, not on detailed measurements.
The granite exposed here was mostly badly shattered, especially obvious at the
right (east) lower spillway terminus, where the fault trace of a very flat
fault containing one foot of bright red clay rich gouge is exposed.

(Concrete

repair work will virtually hide all of this fault beneath the spillway).

In

places the granite appeared finer-grained than usual, taking on more the
appearance of a hypabyssal porphyry rather than the usual K-spar porphyritic
quartz monzonite of the area.
Three main sets of faults and a ubiquitous joint set were noted in the granite
outcrops of the area.

The first fault set trend about N 40 0 W, and are vertical,

with one foot of green gouge lining the dominant of two parallel faults.

The

dominant fault at one point is displaced 3 feet in a left-lateral sense by a
15 degree northwest dipping shallow spoon-shaped fault.
The second set of faults are spoon- or bowl-shaped, bowing upward, faults.
The one exposed under the washed-out concrete work at the southeast corner of
the spillway dips very shallow northeastward and contains one foot of bright
red clay gouge.

Two others exposed at the north end of the nearly granite

massif start nearly vertical and also bow downwards towards the north or
northeast.

Three other sets of spoon-shaped faults were noted on the map in

the central massif.

One fault set on the west side dips westward at 25 0

another on the southeast corner dips northeast at 20 0

,

,

and a third odd one

marked with a "slumped granite block" notation on the map contains 200+ degrees
of a complete circle, with a block of granite still intact on what should be
the downthrown, foot wall side.

The radius of curvature of this fault is about

15 feet.
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The third fault orientation is seen by a single fault east of the southeast
spillway corner which trends roughly N 20 0 E and dips 72 0 E.

It appears to

postdate the fracturing which accompanied the red gouge-filled spoon-shaped
fault, and may be the youngest episode of faulting represented here.
A pervasive vertical to high angle joint set trends roughly N 10-20 0 W through
the granite knob.
The spoon-shaped faults may record either a time of stress readjustment of the
granite basement as the overlying rock load is removed by erosion of the Salt
River during downcutting, or perhaps a time of tectonic activity as during the
production of the Saguaro Lake anticline discussed in the report.

The north-

south joints are recorded as well in the granite outcrops one mile to the east
on the shore of the lake.

The N 40 0 W faults with green clay gouge appear to

be the oldest of the fault sets here, but have a curious parallel alignment
with the strike direction of the tilted volcanic rocks of the Goldfield
Mountains to the southeast, and to the prime structural boundary which goes
through Canyon Lake, noted also in this report.
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APPENDIX 4
HORSE MESA DAM SUPPLEHENT
Two additional field days were spent in late April, 19B1 gathering data to
allow the drawing of a 1"=200' map in the vicinity of Horse Hesa Dam.

During

this time, the interpretation of certain contacts around Apache Lake was
revised from those presented on the regional map.

This supplement is not

meant to describe the stratigraphy in detail, but rather to emphasize the basic
geology at the damsite.

Reference was made to an earlier report on the Horse

Hesa and Hormon Flat Dams by F. L. Ransome date April 15, 1935.
Summary of Geology
A summary of stratigraphy around Horse Hesa Dam is presented in the legend
of the 1"=200' map.

The exposed Precambrian basement in the map area

consists of metarhyolite with local ENE vertical foliation, exposed only
along the north shore of Apache Lake.

This is overlain by a thick

assemblage of silicic to andesitic volcanics of the Superstition volcanic
field.

These rocks, around Horse Hesa Dam, consist of lower andesite

flows containing minor bedded tuffs and flow breccias, overlain by
basically two kinds of units, dacite-latite vitrophyres, ash flow tuffs,
with some welded units; and a regionally continuous series of primary
well-bedded, light-colored, air-fall tuffs, termed the "A" tuff series on
the regional maps and on this map.
Within two miles of Horse Mesa Dam, the stratified sequence consists of
about 150-180 feet of andesite (base not exposed), overlain by about
600 feet of dacite vitrophyres, tuffs, and ignimbrites, 300 feet of "A"
tuff series, and at least 1,300 feet of upper dacite flows, tuffs, and
ignimbrites, of which the capping flows on Horse Mesa are dense, welded
units.

The "A" tuff series is mapped on the Horse Mesa Dam and Mormon

Flat Dam 7.5 minute quads of the regional map series.
The strata around Horse Mesa Dam dip a few degrees genearlly in the downstream
direction, both above and below the dam.

This is not easy to see on the

1"=200' map because only a few contacts wrap around the lake, concave in the
upstream direction, but none the less this is the trend within perhaps one
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mile upstream and one-half mile downstream of the dam.

Except for a normal

amount of interfingering of various units, the basic geology around the dam
consists of a only slightly deformed sequence of strata, with one important
exception.

The dense flow rock which forms both dam abutments, here termed

a dacite flow (da unit of detailed map), measure somewhat more than 600 feet
thick near the abutments, yet thins to, and merges with welded flow units
50-150 feet thick, in all directions from the dam.

All available field data,

including well developed flow foliation in the dacite and the nature of
contacts, indicate the dacite flow is thick where it filled a pre-existing paleo
valley, about 600 feet wide, cut into the older volcanics, and thin where it
flowed over a relatively flat topography adjacent to the paleo valley.

The

dacite mass around the Dam is clearly a flow, and not a plug or fissure
vent, because of the shallowing instead of steepening of flow foliation near
the center of the mass, as observed on the rock walls near both abutments.
See the flow foliation data for the left (south) dam abutment on the map.
Along the river about 400 feet downstream of the Dam the basal part of the
dacite is depositional on a wedge of talus (a tx unit of 1"-200' map)
developed on the andesite flow exposed along the river below the Dam.

The

basal contact of the (a tx) unit dips nearly 50° upstream, which may
coincide with the local slope developed on the andesite flow during the
existance of the paleo valley.

The contact between the (a tx) unit and the

overlying dacite adjacent to the lower dam access road dips 20° upstream,
which projects to about 100 feet below normal water line at a point beneath
the Dam.

However, the statement made by Ransome in his 1935 report that

only the dacite was encountered in drill holes 100 feet beneath the base of
the dam suggests the contact of the base of the dacite plunges upstream at
some angle greater than 20°.

It appears to be unknown now just how far

below the base of the Dam the dacite flow mass extends, since its base
has not been encountered in drilling.
The only evidence which is contrary to the flow hypothesis for the mode of
emplacement of the dacite, as opposed to the dacite intruding the andesite,
is seen in the walls of the rugged NW-trending canyon at a point 800 feet
SSW of the center of the Dam.

Here, as seen on the 1"=200' map, some

andesite has been clearly caught and squeezed up into a partially welded
phase of the dacite, as though the dacite erupted through, brecciated, and
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engulfed some of the andesite.

However, this entrapment of blocks of

andesite could conceivably have taken place as an advancing dacite flow
enfulfed blocks from the paleo valley canyon edge which were already loose
and about to fall.

The entraped andesite masses are found at elevations some

30 feet above the top of the outcrop of the andesite flow, but could have
been carried for some short lateral distance from where the andesite was
at higher elevation.
Under the hand lens, the welded parts of the (da) unit from near the Dam
consist of large alkali feldspar (1 to 8 mm diameter) and brown biotite
phenocrysts with occassional metallic black (hematite-magnetic?) one mm
diameter crystals, set in a pink aphanitic groundmass.
are not common.

Quartz phenocrysts

Some of the biotites are altering to iron oxides.

Pneuma to lytic devitrification of the groundmass has affected various parts of
the flow.

A kind of eutaxitic structure serves to define flow foliation in

many parts of the flow.

The entire (da) map unit within 1,000 feet or so of

the Dam is not a single ignimbrite flow, but could be part of a single cooling
unit, because wedges of primary, air-fall ash are intercalated into the mass.
Some of these are visible in the vertical walls above the lake just north of
the right (north) Dam abutment.

These features indicate deposition of air fall

material during periods of time between advances of lobes of flow material.
Structural Geology
Two episodes of high-angle faulting are noted in the area of the 1"=200' map.
The first is pre- the (da) dacite unit, and the second is post- the (u da) unit.
The latter is evidenced by a large-scale fault which lies off the 1"=200' map
area to the NE.
Along both shores of Apache Lake, about 1,200 feet upstream from the Dam,
several N400W trending high angle faults affect the strata older than the
(da) unit, but appear to not offset the base of the (da) unit.

Two parallel

faults are postulated to exist along the north shore to explain the absence
of andesite in a graben block where andesite is clearly absent, with its
presence on either side of the graben confirmed. The northeast most of these
two faults is visible, and dips 70 oSW. Another fault on the south shore of the
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